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Emma in the Night
Wendy Walker
From the bestselling author of All Is Not Forgotten comes a
thriller about two missing sisters, a twisted family, and what
happens when one girl comes back...
One night three years ago, the Tanner sisters disappeared: fifteen-year-old
Cass and seventeen-year-old Emma. Three years later, Cass returns, without
her sister Emma. Her story is one of kidnapping and betrayal, of a mysterious
island where the two were held. But to forensic psychiatrist Dr. Abby Winter,
something doesn't add up. Looking deep within this dysfunctional family Dr.
Winter uncovers a life where boundaries were violated and a narcissistic
parent held sway. And where one sister's return might just be the beginning of
the crime.
FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S /
SUSPENSE
St. Martin's Press | 8/8/2017
9781250141439 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Wendy Sherman Associates
Translation Rights: Wendy Sherman Associates
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250141446
Audio ISBN: 9781427289308
Audio ISBN: 9781427289315

PR A I SE

"A dark and twisting psychological thriller that had me guessing until the very
end." —Reese Witherspoon
"Nerve-jangling." —The Washington Post
"An exhilarating poolside read." —InStyle
"Plenty of room for plot twists and surprises." —Real Simple
"Twisty and spellbinding." —People

M AR K E T I N G

Regional Author Tour
National Print Publicity
National Print Advertising
Pre-Pub Trade Advertising
Online Advertising Campaign
Library Marketing Campaign
Academic Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach Campaign
Early Reader Review Campaign
IndieBound Whitebox Mailing
Regional Independent Newsletter
e-Blasts
Social Media Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Criminal Element Promotion
Author Website: wendywalkerbooks.com
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/wendywalkerauthor (2000
followers)
Active on Twitter: @Wendy_Walker (...

“Captivating and bold.” —Mary Kubica
"Assured, powerful, polished... It is, in a word, unforgettable." —William
Landay
"Deeply intriguing and provocative... All Is Not Forgotten is not to be missed."
—Karin Slaughter
"This thriller is like Lovely Bones meets “SVU"." —the Skimm
WENDY WALKER has worked as an attorney specializing in family law. Her novels include
Four Wives, Social Lives, and All is Not Forgotten. She lives in Connecticut where she is at
work on her next novel.
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The Hidden Light of Northern
Fires
A Novel
Daren Wang
"Splendid—a distinctive clear-eyed perspective on a fresh
corner of The Civil War." —Charles Frazier, author of Cold
Mountain.
A novel rooted in the remarkable, but little-known, true history of the only
secessionist town north of the Mason Dixon Line.

FI C T I O N / H I S T O R I CAL
Thomas Dunne Books | 8/29/2017
9781250122353 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 24
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Marly Rusoff Literary
Agency
Translation Rights: Marly Rusoff Literary Agency
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250122360

When escaped slave Joe Bell collapses in her father’s barn, Mary Willis must
ward off Confederate guerrillas and spies, Joe’s vengeful owner, and even her
own brother to help the handsome fugitive cross to freedom.
Mary has always been an outcast, an outspoken abolitionist woman in a town
of bounty hunters and anti-Union farmers. Helping runaways is the only thing
that makes her life in Town Line bearable. As the countryside is riled by the
drumbeat of civil war and the promise of an extravagant bounty for the
wounded fugitive, Mary finds herself drawn to the stranger in forbidden ways.
When rebels cross from nearby Canada intent on killing him, they bring the
devastation of the brutal war to the town and the farm, and threaten to
destroy all that Mary loves.

M AR K E T I N G

Author Events
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
PrePub Advertising in Shelf Awareness
National IndieBound Campaign
AuthorBuzz Campaign
BookBrowse First Impressions Promotion
Netgalley Promotion
Discussion Guide Available Online
Featured Title at ReadingGroupGold.com
Library Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach to historical fiction,
women's fiction, and Civil War interest
blogs
Early Reader Reviews on
Goodreads.com
Promotion with St. Martin's First
Active on Twitter: @DBookFestival
(8,771 followers)
Active...

PR A I SE

“A powerful and important novel about a lost piece of American history.”
—Natasha Trethewey, United States Poet Laureate and author of the Pulitzer Prize
winner Native Guard
"The Hidden Light of Northern Fires announces the arrival of a major talent, fully
matured." —Da Chen, New York Times bestselling author
"A stay-up-all-night, read-it-in-one-sitting novel." —Karen Abbott, New York
Times bestselling author
DAREN WANG is the Executive Director of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution Decatur Book
Festival, the largest independent book festival in the country. Before launching the festival, he
had a twenty-year career in public radio, both national and local, with a particular focus on
books and authors. Wang has written for the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Paste magazine,
and Five Points magazine, among others. The Hidden Light of Northern Fires is his first
novel.
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Secrets in Death
An Eve Dallas Novel (In Death, Book 45)
J. D. Robb
The new novel featuring lieutenant Eve Dallas from the #1 New
York Times bestselling author.
A new novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series: Lt. Eve
Dallas must separate rumors from reality when a woman who traffics
in other people’s secrets is silenced.
The chic Manhattan nightspot Du Vin is not the kind of place Eve Dallas
would usually patronize, and it’s not the kind of bar where a lot of blood gets
spilled. But that’s exactly what happens one cold February evening.
FI C T I O N / R O M A N C E /
SUSPENSE
St. Martin's Press | 9/5/2017
9781250123152 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 16
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Writers House
Translation Rights: Writers House
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250123183

M AR K E T I N G

Preorder Campaign
National One-Day Laydown
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
National Advertising
Massive Online Advertising Campaign
Designed ARCs
E-Newsletter Advertising
Blog Outreach
Online Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
HeroesandHeartbreakers.com Promotion
CriminalElement.com Promotion
Visit jdrobb.com
Active on Facebook: /jdrobbauthor, 140K
Followers
Tor.com Promotion
Visit FallIntoTheStory,com

The mortally wounded woman is Larinda Mars, a self-described “social
information reporter,” or as most people would call it, a professional gossip.
As it turns out, she was keeping the most shocking stories quiet, for profitable
use in her side business as a blackmailer. Setting her sights on rich, prominent
marks, she’d find out what they most wanted to keep hidden and then bleed
them dry. Now someone’s done the same to her, literally—with a knife to the
brachial artery.
Eve didn’t like Larinda Mars. But she likes murder even less. To find justice
for this victim, she’ll have to plunge into the dirty little secrets of all the
people Larinda Mars victimized herself. But along the way, she may be
exposed to some information she really didn’t want to know…
PR A I SE

Praise for the In Death Series
"If you haven't read Robb, this is a great place to start." —Steven King
"J.D. Robb's In Death novels are can't-miss pleasures." —Harlan Coben
"All the elements of a terrific police procedural coupled with gut-searing emotional
drama and in-your-face characters." —David Baldacci
"J.D. Robb books are the epitome of great popular fiction." —Dennis Lehane
"I love J.D. Robb and I love Eve Dallas." —Lisa Scottoline
J.D. ROBB is the pseudonym for #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. She is
the author of over 200 novels, including the futuristic suspense In Death series. There are more
than 500 million copies of her books in print. She lives in Keedysville, MD.
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Tell Tale
Short Stories
Jeffrey Archer
Gripping short stories from master storyteller and #1 New York
Times bestseller Jeffrey Archer.
PR A I SE

“Archer continues his storytelling magic to create characters of spellbinding
substance, and readers can count on his surprising twists and shocking
conclusion.” —Publishers Weekly on Cometh the Hour

FI C T I O N / S H O R T S T O R I E S
St. Martin's Press | 9/26/2017
9781250066923 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 240 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK rights: Macmillan UK
Translation rights: Macmillan UK
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427289667
Audio ISBN: 9781427289674

“Archer packs a plot with thrills and chills enough for readers to keep turning the
pages...The conclusion's a turbo-charged cliffhanger that'll have fans screaming
Arrrcherr!” —Kirkus Reviews on Mightier Than the Sword
JEFFREY ARCHER was educated at Oxford University. He has served five years in Britain's
House of Commons and twenty-five years in the House of Lords. All of his novels and short
story collections—including Cometh the Hour, the instant #1 New York Times
bestseller—have been international bestselling books. Archer is married with two sons and
lives in London and Cambridge.

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
National Print Advertising
Online Advertising
GoodReads Advertising and Promotion
Library Marketing Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Online Promotion
Social Media Campaign
Author Website: jeffreyarcher.co.uk
Active on Facebook:
facebook.com/jeffreyarcherauthor (209k
followers)
Active on Twitter: @jeffrey_archer (28k
followers)
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The Kardashians
An American Drama
Jerry Oppenheimer
From the New York Times bestselling author of Crazy Rich, a
blockbuster unauthorized biography of one of the most famous
and ubiquitous family dynasties in contemporary culture.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ R I C H & FA M O U S
St. Martin's Press | 9/19/2017
9781250087140 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus one 8-page color photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427290861

Secrets and scandals of the Kardashians, so closely held that not even hard
core fans have heard about them, are finally exposed in New York Times
bestselling author Jerry Oppenheimer's forensic dissection of the infamous
reality TV clan. From the curious life of patriarch Robert Kardashian, whose
family meatpacking business was tainted by scandal, to “momager” Kris
Jenner’s top-secret plan for the future, The Kardashians reveals the untold,
definitive story based on two years of investigative reporting and scores of
candid, on-the-record interviews, ranging from childhood friends to powerful
business associates, who break their silence for the first time.
In the decade since the Kardashians first appeared on the scene, millions of
speculative words have been written about their drama-filled lives. But most
has been tabloid hype and gossip column fantasy. Until now.
Oppenheimer has written revelatory books on such international icons as the
Clintons, the Kennedys, the Hiltons and more, and now comes the
Kardashians, the true story that will make headlines and shock even the most
loyal fans.

M AR K E T I N G

National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Targeted Bookstore Mailing
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach
Online Promotion

PR A I SE

“A bombshell unauthorized biography tells the haunting past that kept Kennedy
from following in his father’s footsteps.” —New York Daily News on RFK JR
“Wealthy as they are, the heirs of the Johnson & Johnson company have seen so
many tragedies that one must wonder if there’s been a hex, [Crazy Rich] suggests.”
—The Daily Beast
“A sharp-clawed biography... Oppenheimer presents Ms. Stewart as a tireless,
unscrupulous self-promoter who, in creating the corporate omelet that is now
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, has broken many an egg.” —The New York
Times on Just Desserts
JERRY OPPENHEIMER is the New York Times bestselling author of Crazy Rich: Power,
Scandal, and Tragedy Inside the Johnson & Johnson Dynasty, as well as unauthorized
biographies of Hillary and Bill Clinton, Anna Wintour, Rock Hudson, Martha Stewart,
Barbara Walters, Ethel Kennedy, Jerry Seinfeld, and the Hilton family. He has also worked in
several different capacities as a journalist, including as an investigative reporter and a
producer of television news programs and documentaries.
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The Vengeance of Mothers
Jim Fergus
The stunning sequel to the awarding winning novel One
Thousand White Women.
9 March 1876
My name is Meggie Kelly and I take up this pencil with my twin sister, Susie.
We have nothing left, less than nothing. The village of our People has been
destroyed.Empty of human feeling, half-dead ourselves, all that remains of us
intact are hearts turned to stone. We curse the U.S. government, we curse the
Army, we curse the savagery of mankind, white and Indian alike. We curse
God in his heaven. Do not underestimate the power of a mother’s
vengeance...
FI C T I O N / H I S T O R I CAL
St. Martin's Press | 9/12/2017
9781250093424 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press (excluding
France)
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250093448
Audio ISBN: 9781427289452
Audio ISBN: 9781427289469

M AR K E T I N G

Extensive Promotion for ONE
THOUSAND WHITE WOMEN Including
Aggressive Downprice Campaign and
Book Club Outreach
National Print Publicity
National Print Advertising
Pre-Publication Trade Advertising
Online Advertising Campaign
IndieBound Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Discussion Guide Available Online
Library Marketing Campaign
Academic Marketing Campaign
Early Reader Review Campaign
Author Website: jimfergus.com

So begins the journal of Margaret Kelly, a woman who participated in the
government's "Brides for Indians" program in 1873, a program whose conceit
was that the way to peace between the United States and the Cheyenne
Nation was for One Thousand White Women to be given as brides in
exchange for three hundred horses. Mostly fallen women, the brides
themselves thought it was simply a chance at freedom. But many fell in love
with the Cheyennes spouses and had children with them...and became
Cheyenne themselves.
THE VENGEANCE OF MOTHERS explores what happens to the bonds
between wives and husbands, children and mothers, when society sees them as
"unspeakable." Jim Fergus brings to light a time and place and fills it with
unforgettable characters who live and breathe with a passion we can relate to
even today.
PR A I SE

“A most impressive novel that melds the physical world to the spiritual. One
Thousand White Women is engaging, entertaining, well-written, and well-told. It
will be widely read for a long time, as will the rest of Jim Fergus's work.” —Rick
Bass, author of Where the Sea Used to Be
“One Thousand White Women is more than a chronicle of the Old West. It's a
superb tale of sorrow, suspense, exultation, and triumph that leaves the reader
waiting to turn the page and wonderfully wrung out at the end.” —Winston
Groom, author of Forrest Gump
JIM FERGUS is an award winning writer whose work has appeared in numerous national
magazines and newspapers. He is the author of several fiction and nonfiction books. Jim
divides his time between southern Arizona, northern Colorado, and France.
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Bored and Brilliant
Rediscovering the Lost Art of Spacing Out
Manoush Zomorodi
WNYC's "Note to Self" host, Manoush Zomorodi, gives readers
permission to unplug from their devices, get bored, and tap into
a greater storehouse of creativity.

S E LF - H E L P / CR E AT I V I T Y
St. Martin's Press | 9/5/2017
9781250124951 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250124968
Audio ISBN: 9781427287427
Audio ISBN: 9781427287434

M AR K E T I N G

Author Events
National Television Publicity
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising
Academic Marketing Campaign
Early Reader Reviews
Note to Self Podcast - 500K on-demand
listens
Note to Self Podcast Facebook - 15K
Likes
Author Twitter - 11K Followers
Author Website - Manoushz.com

Has your smart phone become your BFF? Do you feel bored when you’re not
checking Facebook or Instagram? Do you feel that the constant ping of social
networks is sapping your creativity and ability to think? In 2015, Note To Self
podcast host Manoush Zomorodi led thousands of her listeners with the same
problems through a week of experiments designed to help them rethink their
technology habits, unplug for part of each week and jumpstart their
creativity. Bored and Brilliant: Rediscovering the Lost Art of Spacing Out
explains the connection between boredom and being unplugged and how that
state of mind can ignite original thinking. Through interviews with scientists,
famous artists, and regular people, Zomorodi explores why putting greater
emphasis on “doing nothing” is vital in an age of constant notifications and
digital distractions. She speaks with scientists who have researched the links
between boredom and creativity. She spends time with a museum security
guard who knows how to turn standing in a sometimes-empty room for eight
hours into an exercise in creative thinking. She also explores how we can
harness boredom’s hidden benefits to become our most productive selves.
Throughout the book are a series of challenges that will help readers rethink
their relationship to their devices without completely leaving the digital
world. Bored and Brilliant: It's permission to unplug.
MANOUSH ZOMORODI is the host and managing editor of "Note to Self," “the tech show
about being human,” from WNYC Studios. Every week on her podcast, Manoush searches for
answers to life’s digital quandaries through experiments and conversations with listeners and
experts. She has won numerous awards for her work. In spare moments, Manoush tweets at
@manoushz and takes deep cleansing breaths. She lives in Brooklyn, NY.
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The Trust
Ronald H. Balson
The newest novel from the author of Once We Were Brothers
finds private investigator Liam Taggart returning to his
childhood home for an uncle's funeral, only to discover his
death might not have...

FI C T I O N / H I S T O R I CAL
St. Martin's Press | 9/19/2017
9781250127440 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427290830
Audio ISBN: 9781427290847

When his uncle dies, Liam Taggart reluctantly returns to his childhood home
in Northern Ireland for the funeral—a home he left years ago after a bitter
confrontation with his family, never to look back. But when he arrives, Liam
learns that not only was his uncle shot to death, but that he’d anticipated his
own murder: In an astonishing last will and testament, Uncle Fergus has left
his entire estate to a secret trust, directing that no distributions be made to
any person until the killer is found. Did Fergus know, but refuse to name, his
killer? Was this a crime of revenge, a vendetta leftover from Northern
Ireland’s bloody sectarian war? After all, the Taggarts were deeply involved in
the IRA. Or is it possible that the killer is a family member seeking Fergus’s
estate? Otherwise, why postpone distributions to the heirs? Most menacingly,
does the killer now have his sights on other family members?
As his investigation draws Liam farther and farther into the past he has
abandoned, he realizes he is forced to reopen doors long ago shut and locked.
Now, accepting the appointment as sole trustee of the Fergus Taggart Trust,
Liam realizes he has stepped into the center of a firestorm.
PR A I SE

Praise for Karolina's Twins
“Readers who crave more books like Balson’s Once We Were Brothers and Kristin
Hannah’s best-selling The Nightingale will be enthralled by Karolina’s Twins.”
—Booklist (starred review)
"A heart-wrenching...triumphant story." —The Chicago Tribune
RONALD H. BALSON is a Chicago trial attorney, an educator, and writer. His practice has
taken him to several international venues. He is also the author of Karolina's Twins, Saving
Sophie, and the international bestseller Once We Were Brothers.
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Godsgrave
Book 2 of the Nevernight Series
Jay Kristoff
A ruthless young assassin continues her journey for revenge in
this new epic fantasy from New York Times bestselling author
Jay Kristoff.

FI C T I O N / FA N TA S Y /
H I S T O R I CAL
St. Martin's Press | 9/5/2017
9781250073037 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Include the 3 maps from Nevernight plus 1 new
map. All double-page spreads.
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: Sanford J. Greenburger
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427290243
Ebook ISBN: 9781466885042
Audio ISBN: 9781427290250

Mia Corvere has found her place among the Blades of Our Lady of Blessed
Murder, but many in the Red Church hierarchy think she’s far from earned it.
Plying her bloody trade in a backwater of the Republic, she’s no closer to
ending the men who destroyed her familia; in fact, she’s told directly that
Consul Scaeva is off limits. But after a deadly confrontation with an old
enemy, Mia's suspicions about the Red Church’s true motives begin to grow.
When it’s announced that Scaeva will be making a rare public appearance at
the conclusion of the grand games in Godsgrave, Mia defies the Church and
sells herself to a gladiatorial collegium for a chance to finally end him. Upon
the sands of the arena, Mia finds new allies, bitter rivals, and more questions
about her strange affinity for the shadows. But as conspiracies unfold within
the collegium walls, and the body count rises, Mia will be forced to choose
between love and revenge, and uncover a secret that could change the very
face of her world.
Jay Kristoff's masterful ability to create immersive universes continues to
impress in this new fantasy novel set in the world of Nevernight, sure to thrill
and satisfy fantasy fans everywhere.

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
National Online Publcity
Online Advertising and Promotion
Extensive Early Reviewer Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Library Marketing Campaign
Signed 1st Edition Printing
Designed ARCs
Tor.com Promotion
CriminalElement.com Promotion
Paperback Tie-In: Nevernight
Author Website: JayKristoff.com
Author Twitter: @MisterKristoff
Author Facebook: /AuthorJayKristoff

PR A I SE

"With a delicate balance of the ancient and the magical, this tense and brutal tale
is unflinching, thrilling, and satisfying." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) on
Nevernight
"A brain-churning, gore-splattered monster of a book" —Daily Mail (UK) on
Nevernight
"Nevernight has a dollop of anything that usually satisfied bloodthirsty genre
fans, but ups the ante by also being gorgeously written and not skimping on the
world-building." —Alison Senecal, Old Firehouse Books (Ft. Collins, CO) on
Nevernight
JAY KRISTOFF is the award-winning author of Nevernight, The Lotus War series, and the
Illuminae Files. Being the holder of an Arts degree, he has no education to speak of. He is 6'7
and has approximately 13,520 days to live. He abides in Melbourne with his secret agent
kung-fu assassin wife and the world's laziest Jack Russell.
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Eloquent Rage
One Black Feminist's Refusal to Bow Down
Brittney Cooper
In the tradition of bell hooks, Roxane Gay and Joan Morgan,
America’s leading young black feminist celebrates
dissent—both personal and public.
Black women can be considered angry and divisive. In mainstream feminism,
our demand to have both our race and gender considered is called divisive
from "all women's issues." In Black political spaces, our desire to have our
womanhood considered is called a distraction. The manner in which Black
women have always insisted on their right to be heard has much to teach us.
S O C I AL S C I E N C E / E T H N I C
S T U D I E S / AFR I CA N A M E R I CA N
S T UDIE S
St. Martin's Press | 11/7/2017
9781250112576 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 24
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: Translation: St. Martin's Press
UK: St. Martin's Press

Eloquent Rage takes up these politics of critical dissent. How do Black
women resist stereotypical portrayals as angry, aggressive, scary and violent?
How do they dissent from a national narrative about heterosexual Black
intimacy that says we are undesirable, unlovable, and unfit for partnerships or
marriages? From religious patriarchy? How do we use our participation in
politics to resist the march of fascism? Drawing together funny, poignant and
often heartbreaking experiences of work, friendship, family and intimate
relationships, Cooper writes compellingly about how Black women's critical
dissent shows up in the everyday lives of women.
With the election of Donald Trump and the massive step backwards this
signals for both African Americans and women, Eloquent Rage offers a way
forward, one that encourages us all not to be cowed or silenced. It looks to the
lives of Black women—one of the nation's most maligned subjects—as a
model critical dissent. For they practice prophetic love not for who America
is, but for who she can be.
PR A I SE

"I was waiting for an Ida Wells, an Anna Julia Cooper, a bell hooks, a Patricia
Hill Collins—an author who wouldn't forget, ignore, or erase us black girls as
they told their own story and that of the race and the nation. I was waiting and
she has come—in Brittney Cooper." —Melissa Harris Perry
"Cooper may be the boldest young feminist writing today. Her critique is sharp,
her love of Black people and Black culture is deep, and she will make you laugh
out loud even as she kicks the clay feet out from under your cherished idols."
—Michael Eric Dyson
Brittney Cooper writes a popular monthly column on race, gender, and politics for Cosmo. A
professor of Women's and Gender Studies and Africana Studies at Rutgers University, she
co-founded the Crunk Feminist Collective, and her work has appeared in the New York Times,
the Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times, Ebony.com, and The Root.com, among many
others.
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B IG BOOK

The Woman Who Couldn't
Scream
Christina Dodd
From the New York Times bestselling author comes the fourth
novel of suspense taking place in Virtue Falls, Washington.

FI C T I O N / R O M A N C E /
SUSPENSE
St. Martin's Press | 9/5/2017
9781250028488 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 352 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Subrights: UK Rights: William Morris Endeavor
Translation Rights: William Morris Endeavor
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250028495
Audio ISBN: 9781427291011
Audio ISBN: 9781427291028

Beautiful Merida is married to a wealthy older man who takes her around the
world as his trophy. Merida is everything a man could want. But a traumatic
accident years before left her without the ability to speak. When her husband
dies, she knows its her chance to exact revenge on those responsible for her
accident—and that vengeance begins in Virtue Falls. Reinventing herself, she
slips into village life, biding her time. But someone knows exactly who she is
and will use this chance to finish what was started years ago. And this time an
accident for Merida will mean silencing her forever.
PR A I SE

“Two emotionally damaged characters find hope, self-forgiveness, and love in this
exquisitely crafted, modern version of Gaslight that hooks readers and keeps them
mesmerized until the end. A chilling and gripping tale, beautifully done.” –Library
Journal (starred review) on Because I'm Watching
“Scary, sexy, and smartly written, Because I’m Watching is Dodd at the top of her
game.” —Booklist (starred review)
"Taut and enthralling, with romantic and supernatural embellishments that
intensify the drama." —Kirkus Reviews on Obsession Falls

New York Times bestselling author CHRISTINA DODD builds worlds filled with suspense,
romance and adventure and creates the most distinctive characters in fiction today. Her more
than fifty novels have been translated into twenty-five languages, featured by Doubleday
Book Club, recorded on Books on Tape for the Blind, won Romance Writers of America's
Golden Heart and RITA Awards, and been called the year's best by Library Journal. Dodd has
been a clue in the Los Angeles Times crossword puzzle.
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The Exact Nature of Our Wrongs
A Novel
Janet Peery
By a National Book Award finalist for fiction: A warm, dramatic,
intimate new novel of a family divided and united by its most
vulnerable member.

FI C T I O N / LI T E RARY
St. Martin's Press | 9/19/2017
9781250125088 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 288 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

Author Events
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
PrePub Advertising in Shelf Awareness
National IndieBound Campaign
AuthorBuzz Campaign
BookBrowse First Impressions
Netgalley Promotion
Discussion Guide Available Online
Featured Title at ReadingGroupGold.com
Library Marketing Campaign
eBook Promotion with The River Beyond
the World with teaser to new book
Blog Outreach
Early Reader Reviews on
Goodreads.com

Janet Peery’s first novel, The River Beyond the World, was a National Book
Award finalist in 1996. Acclaimed for her gorgeous writing and clear-eyed
gaze into the hearts of people, Peery now returns with her second novel, The
Exact Nature of Our Wrongs.
On a summer evening in the blue-collar town of Amicus, Kansas, the
Campbell family gathers for a birthday dinner for their ailing patriarch, town
judge Abel Campbell, prepared and hosted by their still-hale mother Hattie.
But when Billy, the youngest sibling—with a history of addiction, grand ideas,
and misdemeanors—passes out in his devil’s food cake, the family takes up
the unfinished business of Billy’s sobriety.
Billy’s misadventures have too long consumed their lives, in particular
Hattie’s, who has enabled his transgressions while trying to save him from
Abel’s disappointment. As the older children—Doro, Jesse, ClairBell, and
Gideon—contend with their own failures, they compete for the approval of
the elderly parents they adore, but can’t quite forgive.
With knowing humor and sure-handed storytelling, Janet Peery reveals a
family at its best and worst, with old wounds and new, its fractures and feuds,
and yet its unbreakable bonds.
PR A I SE

“A masterpiece. One of the wisest, most nuanced evocations of the hopeless
quandary of family relations—the trying to understand, to get along, the failure
and the suffering—and yet the grace of it, too.” –Blake Bailey, author of Cheever:
A Life
JANET PEERY’s books include Alligator Dance (stories), What the Thunder Said (a novella
and stories), and her first novel The River Beyond the World, which was a finalist for the
National Book Award. She has received numerous honors for her fiction including the
Rosenthal Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, the Whiting Foundation,
the Guggenheim Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Arts, among others. She
lives in Cape Charles, Virginia.
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Execute Authority
A Delta Force Novel
Dalton Fury
The explosive conclusion to the New York Times bestselling
series.

FI C T I O N / W AR & M ILI TARY
St. Martin's Press | 9/5/2017
9781250120489 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Trident Media Group
Translation Rights: Trident Media Group
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250120496
Audio ISBN: 9781427290892
Audio ISBN: 9781427290885

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Special Backlist Offers Available
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign,
Facebook.com/Dalton.Fury1, 9800+
fans
Author website: DaltonFury.com

Kolt “Racer” Raynor and his Delta Force squadron are in Greece, providing
VIP security for the newly elected—and deeply controversial—American
president on his desperate mission to hold the NATO alliance together.
Then, the unimaginable happens. Just as the president is arriving, an assassin’s
bullet takes the life of the Greek prime minister. The president is safe, but
Raynor recognizes the killer—Rasim Miric—by his grisly signature: a bullet
through his target’s left eye.
The hunt for the assassin ends when Miric, to all appearances, blows himself
up in an explosion that levels an apartment block, but Raynor refuses to
accept that the sniper is really dead. Miric’s grudge is with America, and one
American in particular—the Delta Force operator who cost him an eye, Kolt
Raynor. Raynor believes that Miric’s killing spree is only just beginning, and
his suspicions are proved true when Miric is photographed crossing the border
into the United States.
Forbidden by law from operating on American soil, Raynor will have to bend
the rules until they break, risking everything in order to run the assassin down
before he can strike again.
But what Raynor doesn’t realize is that Rasim Miric is also hunting him.
PR A I SE

Praise for One Killer Force
“Feverishly paced... Fury isn't afraid to portray a flawed hero.” —Library Journal
Praise for Full Assault Mode
"A thriller that crackles with gut-wrenching action and authenticity." —Publishers
Weekly (starred review)

AL S O AVA ILABL E
One Killer Force: A Delta Force Novel
8/2016 | 9781250091987
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Full Assault Mode: A Delta Force Novel
6/2015 | 9781250067258
Mass Market | $9.99 / $11.99 Can.

"Step aside, Jack Ryan—Kolt Raynor is the true hero of the new millennium. I
kept having to remind myself this was fiction." —James Rollins, New York Times
bestselling author
DALTON FURY was the senior ranking military officer at the Battle of Tora Bora. As a Delta
troop commander, he helped author the operation to hunt and kill Bin Laden. He told his tale
of that mission in the book Kill Bin Laden, which went on to become a national bestseller.
Execute Authority is the fifth and final novel in his New York Times bestselling Delta Force
series. Dalton Fury passed away in 2016.
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The Evolved Eater
How to Cook More, Live Better, and Change Your Life
Nick Taranto
From the co-founder of Plated, the home delivery food service,
an inspirational business title that is a call-to-arms and
investigation into the industrial American food complex.

BU SI N E S S & ECO N O M ICS /
I N D U S T R I E S / F O O D I N D U S T RY
St. Martin's Press | 9/12/2017
9781250122117 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: Translation: Foundry Literary and Media
UK: Foundry Literary and Media
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250122124

M AR K E T I N G

Author Events
National Television Publicity
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Marketing Promotion with Plated
Online Promotion
Social Media Campaign,
Twitter.com/NickTaranto, 2700+ followers

We are facing a consumption crisis. We throw away over $300 billion of food
every year, while millions of our own kids go hungry. More than 78 million
Americans are obese, and countless others struggle with health issues springing
from our national diet that in 2012, cost nearly 21% of annual medical
spending in the United States. How did the most food-abundant nation in
human history get good eating so wrong?
Quality standards in the food industry are slack and their priorities are rarely
aligned with what consumers want and need. And we all want the same thing:
nutritious, convenient, affordable, real food that makes us feel good. The
Evolved Eater is a conscientious consumer who cares about what he or she
eats and where it comes from. Taranto provides eye-opening facts about how
we acquire and eat food and easy and practical things that you can do to
improve your consumption.
As the co-founder of Plated, Taranto cares about the food we eat. And not
just the food we eat, but the food they deliver to hundreds of thousands of
customers each month. As Evolved Eaters, we strive to continually improve
and evolve as we grow through life. And eating – and being close to the food
you cook and consume – is an inseparable part of this evolution.
Eating doesn’t need to be complicated or painful or over-thought. We’re
starting The Evolved Eater revolution right here, right now.
NICK TARANTO is the co-founder of Plated, a national meal delivery service. After Harvard
Business School, Taranto joined the Marines, where he drilled as an active reservist for three
years. In 2012, he co-founded Plated, of which he is the CEO. Partly inspired by a drive to
maintain the body-consciousness instilled in him in the marines, Plated’s goal is to help
people eat better and live better. He lives in New Jersey with his wife and son.
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The Mafia's President
Nixon and the Mob
Don Fulsom
The first-ever full account of Nixon's extensive ties to the
American Mafia, from a veteran White House reporter.
Unbeknownst to most people even now, the election of 1968 placed the
patron saint of the Mafia in the White House. In other words, Richard Nixon
would go on to not only lead a criminal presidency; he would be totally
indebted to our nation’s top mobsters.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ P R E S I D E N T S & H E AD S O F
S TAT E
Thomas Dunne Books | 9/26/2017
9781250119407 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Plus one 8-page black-and-white photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: Ronald Goldfarb and
Associates
Translation Rights: Ronald Goldfarb and
Associates

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Academic Marketing Campaign
Early Reader Reviews
Blog Outreach
TheHistoryReader.com Feature Article

By 1969, thanks in large part to his long-time campaign manager and
political advisor Murray Chotiner, a lawyer who specialized in representing
mobsters, Nixon had participated in secret criminal dealings for more than 20
years with sketchy figures such as Mickey Cohen, Mob financial guru Meyer
Lansky, Teamsters union chief Jimmy Hoffa, and New Orleans Mafia boss
Carlos Marcello. And with Chotiner as one of his key behind-the-scenes
advisors in the White House, Nixon's ties to the Mafia didn't end there. The
Mafia’s President reveals a mind-blowing litany of favors Nixon exchanged
with these sinister characters over decades, ranging from springing Jimmy
Hoffa from prison to banning the federal government from using the terms
“Mafia” and “La Cosa Nostra.”
Drawing on newly released government tapes, documents, and other fresh
information, The Mafia’s President offers a carefully reported, deeply
researched account of Richard Nixon’s secret connections to America’s top
crime lords.
PR A I SE

Praise for Nixon's Darkest Secrets
"Required Reading." —The New York Post
“Don Fulsom has written a fascinating look at President Richard Nixon. There is
much to be learned from his shrewd analysis. Highly, highly recommended!”
—Douglas Brinkley
DON FULSOM is an adjunct professor of government at American University. He is the
author of Treason: Nixon and the 1968 Election and Nixon’s Darkest Secrets. A White House
correspondent during five different presidencies—and a UPI bureau chief in Washington for
seven years—he has written articles for The Washington Post, The Chicago Tribune, and
Esquire, among others, and has been interviewed about politics on major television networks,
including CNN and Fox. He lives in Washington, D.C.
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If All the Seas Were Ink
A Memoir
Ilana Kurshan
A stunning, gorgeous memoir.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ P E R S O N AL M E M O I R S
St. Martin's Press | 9/5/2017
9781250121264 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: Translation: The Deborah Harris
Agency
UK: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250121271

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
BookBrowse First Impressions Campaign
Blog Outreach Campaign
Early Reader Reviews

At the age of 27, alone in Jerusalem in the wake of a painful divorce, Ilana
Kurshan joined the world’s largest book club, learning daf yomi, Hebrew for
“daily page" of the Talmud, a book of rabbinic teachings spanning about 600
years and the basis for all codes of Jewish law. A runner, a reader and a
romantic, Kurshan adapted to its pace, attuned her ear to its poetry, and
discovered her passions in its pages. She brought the Talmud with her
wherever she went, studying in airplanes, supermarket lines, and over a plate
of pasta at home, careful not to drip tomato sauce upon discussions about the
sprinkling of blood on the Temple altar. By the time she completed the
Talmud after seven and a half years, Kurshan was remarried with three young
children. With each pregnancy, her Talmud sat perched atop her growing
belly.
This memoir is a tale of heartache and humor, of love and loss, of marriage
and motherhood, and of learning to put one foot in front of the other by
turning page after page. Kurshan takes us on a deeply accessible and personal
guided tour of the Talmud, shedding new light on its stories and offering
insights into its arguments—both for those already familiar with the text and
for those who have never encountered it. For people of the book—both
Jewish and non-Jewish—If All the Seas Were Ink is a celebration of learning
—through literature—how to fall in love once again.
PR A I SE

"The word scholarship is too tame to do justice to Kurshan’s wild passion for the
written word. The blend of her loves makes for a rich and fascinating life, which
makes for a rich and fascinating book." —Rebecca Newberger Goldstein, author
of Plato at the Googleplex
"[A] deeply personal and often hilarious story, Kurshan awakens us to our
imperfect world’s hidden magnificence—and to the power of literature to inspire
human resilience." —Dara Horn, author of The World to Come
"I loved this book." —Maggie Anton, author of Rashi's Daughters
Ilana Kurshan is a graduate of Harvard and Cambridge. She has worked in literary publishing
both in New York and in Jerusalem, as a translator and foreign rights agent and as the books
editor of Lilith magazine. Her writing has appeared in Tablet, Lilith, Hadassah, The Forward,
Kveller, The World Jewish Digest, Nashim, and The Jewish Week. She lives in Jerusalem with
her husband and four children.
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Dark Winds Rising
A Novel
Mark Noce
Mark Noce returns with his second book about the
Braveheart-like Queen Branwen in this epic historical series
set in Medieval Wales.

FI C T I O N / H I S T O R I CAL
St. Martin's Press | 12/5/2017
9781250072634 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Set in a time and era in which very little reliable written records or
archeological remains have survived, Mark Noce bases his novel on primary
sources such as St. Gildas (a Welsh cleric of the era), mythology from the
Welsh Mabinogion, and Arthurian literature from Malory to T.H. White.
Although the characters and some of the place names are fictional, the
physical environment, the historical details, and the saga of the Welsh people
is real.
Queen Branwen finds her world once again turned upside down as Pictish
raiders harry the shores of her kingdom. Rallying her people once more, she
must face her most dangerous foe yet, the Queen of the Picts. Ruthless and
cunning, the Pictish Queen turns the Welsh against each other in a bloody
civil war, and Branwen must attempt to stop her before her country threatens
to tear itself apart.
All the while Branwen is heavy with child, and finds her young son’s footsteps
dogged by a mysterious assassin. Branwen must somehow defeat the Picts and
save her people before the Pictish Queen and a mysterious assassin threaten
to destroy their lives from the inside out.
Reminiscent of classics like The Mists of Avalon and A Game of Thrones, and
newer popular titles like Hild, this continuation of Branwen's story combines
elements of mystery and romance with Noce's gift for storytelling.
PR A I SE

“A spirited ride through a turbulent slice of Welsh history!” —Paula Brackston,
New York Times bestselling author of The Witch’s Daughter on Between Two Fires
MARK NOCE writes historical fiction with a passion. Born and raised in the San Francisco
Bay Area, he has been an avid traveler and backpacker. He earned his BA and MA from Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo, where he also met his beautiful wife. By day, he works as a Technical
Writer, having spent much of his career at places like Google and Facebook. He also writes
short fiction online. When not reading or writing, he's probably listening to U2, sailing his
dad's boat, or gardening with his family.
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How the French Saved America
Soldiers, Sailors, Diplomats, Louis XVI, and the Success of a
Revolution
Tom Shachtman
Americans today have a love/hate relationship with France, but
in this illuminating new history, Tom Shachtman shows that
without France, there might not be a United States of America.

H I S T O RY / U N I T E D S TAT E S /
R E VO LU T I O N ARY P E R I O D
St. Martin's Press | 9/12/2017
9781250080875 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus one 8-page color photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: William Morris Endeavor
Translation Rights: William Morris Endeavor
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250146144

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
IndieBound Promotion
Targeted Bookstore Mailing
Extensive Blog Outreach
History Reader Promotion
Author Website:
www.tomshachtman.com

To the rebelling colonies, French assistance made the difference between
looming defeat and eventual triumph. Even before the Declaration of
Independence was issued, King Louis XVI and French foreign minister
Vergennes were aiding the rebels. After the Declaration, that assistance
broadened to include wages for our troops; guns, cannon, and ammunition;
engineering expertise that enabled victories and prevented defeats; diplomatic
recognition when no other country would give it; safe havens for privateers;
battlefield leadership by veteran officers; and the army and fleet that made
possible the Franco-American victory at Yorktown.
Nearly ten percent of those who fought and died for the American cause were
French. Those who fought and survived, in addition to the well-known
Lafayette and Rochambeau, include François de Fleury, who won a
Congressional Medal for valor, Louis Duportail, who founded the Army Corps
of Engineers, and Admiral de Grasse, whose sea victory sealed the fate of
Yorktown.
In this illuminating narrative history, Tom Shachtman vividly captures the
individual characters of our European brothers and the monumental role they
played in America’s fight for independence and democracy.
PR A I SE

“A wonderfully rich portrait and history of the Amish as a people and a faith.”
–Wall Street Journal
“Shachtman is like a maestro, masterfully conducting an orchestra of history,
anthropology, psychology, sociology, and journalism together in a harmonious
and evocative symphony of all things Amish.” –Christian Science Monitor on
Rumspringa
TOM SHACHTMAN has written or co-authored more than thirty books, as well as
documentaries for ABC, CBS, NBC, PBS, and BBC, and has taught at New York University
and lectured at Harvard and Stanford. He is a former chairman of The Writers Room in
Manhattan, a trustee of the Connecticut Humanities Council, a founding director of the Upper
Housatonic Valley National Heritage Area, and is currently a consultant to the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation's science and technology initiatives.
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The New Wild West
Black Gold, Fracking, and Life in a North Dakota Boomtown
Blaire Briody
The incredible story of the fracking boom in North Dakota, told
through the eyes of the people living and working there.
Williston, North Dakota was a sleepy farm town for generations—until the
frackers arrived. The oil companies moved into Williston, overtaking the
town and setting off a boom that America hadn’t seen since the Gold Rush.
Workers from all over the country descended, chasing jobs that promised
them six-figure salaries and demanded no prior experience.

S O C I AL S C I E N C E / R E G I O N AL
S T UDIE S
St. Martin's Press | 9/26/2017
9781250064929 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Independent Bookseller Outreach
Blog Outreach
Early Reviewer Outreach on
Goodreads.com
Academic Marketing Campaign
Review Copies Available
Author Twitter: @blairebirody
Author Website: blairebirody.com

But for every person chasing the American dream, there is a darker
side—reports of violence and sexual assault skyrocketed, schools overflowed,
and housing prices soared. Real estate is such a hot commodity that tent cities
popped up, and many workers’ only option was to live out of their cars.
Farmers whose families had tended the land for generations watched,
powerless, as their fields were bulldozed to make way for one oil rig after
another.
Written in the vein Ted Conover and Jon Krakauer, using a mix of firstperson adventure and cultural analysis, The New Wild West is the definitive
account of what’s happening on the ground and what really happens to a
community when the energy industry is allowed to set up in a town with little
regulation or oversight—and at what cost.
BLAIRE BRIODY is an award-winning journalist and editor-at-large for The Fiscal Times.
She has written for The New York Times, Popular Science, Popular Mechanics, Fast
Company, Glamour, among others. The New Wild West was the 2016 finalist for the Lukas
Work-in-Progress Award from Columbia Journalism School and Harvard’s Nieman
Foundation, and she received the Richard J. Margolis Award for emerging journalists in 2014.
She graduated from UC Davis with a degree in international relations.
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A Taste of Paris
A History of the Parisian Love Affair with Food
David Downie
From the critically acclaimed author of Paris, Paris and A
Passion for Paris, comes a delectable culinary history of the
gastronomic capital of the world.

T RAV E L / E U R O P E / FRA N C E
St. Martin's Press | 9/26/2017
9781250082930 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Includes black-and-white illustrations throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: The Martell Agency
Translation Rights: The Martell Agency

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Organizational and Blog Outreach
Early Reader Reviews
Promotion on TheHistoryReader.com

In his trademark witty and informative style, David Downie embarks on a
quest to discover “What is it about the history of Paris that has made it a
food lover’s paradise?” Long before Marie Antoinette said, “Let them eat
cake!” (actually, it was brioche), the Romans of Paris devoured foie gras, and
live oysters rushed in from the Atlantic; one Medieval cookbook describes a
thirty-two part meal featuring hare stew, eel soup, and honeyed wine; during
the last great banquet at Versailles a year before the Revolution the gourmand
Louis XVI savored thirty-two main dishes and sixteen desserts; yet, in 1812,
Grimod de la Reynière, the father of French gastronomy, regaled guests with
fifty-two courses, fifteen wines, three types of coffee, and seventeen liqueurs.
Following the contours of history and the geography of the city, Downie
sweeps readers on an insider’s gourmet walking tour of Paris and its environs,
revealing the locations of Roman butcher shops, classic Belle Epoque bistros
serving diners today and Marie Antoinette’s exquisite vegetable garden that
still supplies produce, no longer to the unfortunate queen, but to the legendary
Alain Ducasse and his stylish restaurant inside the palace of Versailles. Along
the way, readers learn why the rich culinary heritage of France still makes
Paris the ultimate arbiter in the world of food.
PR A I SE

Praise for A Passion for Paris
"A top-notch walking tour of Paris... The author's encyclopedic knowledge of the
city and its artists grants him a mystical gift of access... Anyone who loves Paris
will adore this joyful book." —Kirkus (starred review)
"Intrepidly researched, entrancingly descriptive, ruminative, funny, and
revealing... Downie presents a gorgeously discursive and affecting homage to Paris'
"great Romantics," and to the city itself." —Booklist (starred review)
DAVID DOWNIE, a native San Franciscan, lived in New York, Providence, Rome and Milan
before moving to Paris in the mid-80s. He divides his time between France and Italy. His
travel, food and arts features have appeared in print publications worldwide including Bon
Appétit, Gourmet, Saveur, Epicurious.com, and Gault&Millau, the premier French food guide.
He is the author of the several books, including the highly acclaimed Paris, Paris and A
Passion for Paris.
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The Death of an Heir
Adolph Coors III and the Murder that Rocked an American
Beer Dynasty
Philip Jett
In the tradition of Arthur T. Vanderbilt III’s Fortune's Children and
Jerry Oppenheimer’s Crazy Rich, the story of a family dynasty
living an American dream that became a nightmare.

T R U E CR I M E / M U RD E R
St. Martin's Press | 9/26/2017
9781250111807 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus one 8-page black-and-white photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: Richard Curtis Associates
Translation Rights: Richard Curtis Associates

M AR K E T I N G

National Print and Online Publicity
Early Reader Campaign
Blog Outreach
Social Media Promotion
Library Marketing Promotion
Outreach to the Beer Community
Featured Title: CriminalElement.com
Promotion on TheHistoryReader.com
Author Website: PhilipJett.com
Author Twitter: @PhilipJett

In the 1950s and 60s, the Coors family reigned over Golden, Colorado,
seemingly invincible. When rumblings about labor unions threatened to
destabilize the family's brewery, Adolph Coors II, the septuagenarian
president of the company, drew a hard line, refusing to budge. They had
worked hard for what they had, and no one had a right to take it from them.
What they'd soon realize was that they had more to lose than they could have
imagined.
On the morning of Tuesday, February 9, 1960, Adolph “Ad” Coors III, the
44-year-old CEO of the multimillion dollar Colorado beer empire, stepped
into his car and headed for the brewery twelve miles away. At a bridge he
stopped to help a man in a yellow Mercury sedan. On the back seat lay
handcuffs and leg irons. The glove box held a ransom note ready to be mailed.
His coat pocket shielded a loaded pistol.
What happened next set off the largest U.S. manhunt since the Lindbergh
kidnapping. State and local authorities, along with the FBI personally
spearheaded by its director J. Edgar Hoover, burst into action attempting to
locate Ad and his kidnapper. The dragnet spanned a continent. All the while,
Ad’s grief-stricken wife and children waited, tormented by the unrelenting
silence. The Death of an Heirreveals the true story behind the tragic murder
of Colorado’s favorite son.
PHILIP JETT is a former corporate attorney, now living in Nashville, Tennessee, who has
represented corporations, hospitals, CEOs, celebrities from the music, television, and sports
industries, and other noteworthy clients. Since 2007, he has ghost-written for business
clients, contributed articles to a Nashville newspaper, and focused on writing narrative
nonfiction for publication. He has two sons and volunteers often for children’s causes.
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The Last Chicago Boss
My Life with the Chicago Outlaws Motorcycle Club
Peter "Big Pete" James with Kerrie Droban
A memoir by the “Godfather” of the Chicago Outlaws, offering
an inside look at the club and its history.

T R U E CR I M E / O R G A N I Z E D
CRI M E
St. Martin's Press | 9/19/2017
9781250105912 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 272 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes 16 black-and-white photographs
throughout plus one eight-page black-and-white
photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

A legend in the biker community, Peter “Big Pete” James was the most
revered gangster in the Outlaw Nation. He first perfected his skills with the
Hells Angels, the Outlaws’ chief rival, before persuading thousands of
disgruntled members from splintered Outlaws chapters to unite. Together,
they formed a powerful criminal syndicate involved in extortion, contract
murders, drugs and arms trafficking, money laundering and assassinations.
Then a shocking medical diagnosis knocked James sideways, forcing him to
face a new life on the outside of the organization he built, dodging snitches,
federal law enforcement, and contract hits.
In The Last Chicago Boss, James provides a startling and unprecedented
expose into the inner workings of the Outlaw Nation from the unique
perspective of its renowned leader, all brought to life through never-beforerevealed interviews, police files, wiretaps, recordings, and trial transcripts.
PR A I SE

"One of the most extraordinary true crime autobiographies.” —Sydney Morning
Herald on Prodigal Father, Pagan Son
M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Blog Outreach
IndieBound Promotion
Targeted Bookseller Mailing
Criminal Element Promotion
Author website: www.kerriedroban.com
Active on Facebook
Active on Twitter: @kerriedroban

“Polished, measured and authoritative.” —The Los Angeles Times on Vagos,
Mongols, and Outlaws
PETER “BIG PETE” JAMES was known as the "Godfather" of the Chicago Outlaws
Motorcycle Club having formed and commanded a coalition of 38 motorcycle clubs and 8
Outlaw Motorcycle Club Chapters in the Chicagoland area in his twenty year career.
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Mind Game
Iris Johansen
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author comes a new
explosive thriller.
Mind Game takes Jane MacGuire back to Scotland where she continues her
search for the treasure she’s been chasing for years. But now she’s being
plagued by dreams of a girl in danger. Who is this girl, and what is she trying
to tell Jane? And will Jane figure it out before it’s too late—for her and the
mysterious young woman? Things are further complicated when Seth Caleb
comes back into Jane’s life. This time he’s the one in trouble, and Jane will
find herself pulled unexpectedly into his world as she fights to save him.

FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S /
SUSPENSE
St. Martin's Press | 10/24/2017
9781250075857 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency
Translation Rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency

With the adventure, intrigue, and explosive energy that Iris Johansen fans
love, Mind Game is a high-octane thriller that readers won’t be able to put
down.
PR A I SE

"This first-rate novel of romantic suspense will please Johansen’s many fans and
newcomers alike." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Hide Away
“Eve Duncan novels by Johansen are so good that, supernatural or not, readers
and fans remain completely engaged.” —Suspense Magazine on Shadow Play

M AR K E T I N G

National One Day Laydown
Online Advertising
National Broadcast Advertising
National Print Advertising
Early Reader Review campaign
NetGalley Feature Title
Library Marketing Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
CriminalElement.com Promotion
Special Backlist Offers Available
Social Media Campaign
Active on Facebook, 99k likes
Author Website, www.IrisJohansen.com

“Delivering gut-wrenching emotion and spine-tingling suspense is what Johansen
does best, and when you add in a touch of the supernatural...you get the perfect
storm of a thriller! Johansen never disappoints!” —RT Book Reviews (4 ½ stars)
on Your Next Breath
IRIS JOHANSEN is the New York Times bestselling author of Hide Away, Shadow Play, Your
Next Breath, The Perfect Witness, Live to See Tomorrow, Silencing Eve, Hunting Eve, Taking
Eve, Sleep No More, What Doesn't Kill You, Bonnie, Quinn, Eve, Chasing The Night, Eight
Days to Live, Blood Game, Deadlock, Dark Summer, Pandora's Daughter, Quicksand, and
more. And with her son Roy Johansen, she has coauthored The Naked Eye, Sight Unseen,
Close Your Eyes, Shadow Zone, Storm Cycle, and Silent Thunder.
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The Trouble with Twelfth Grave
Darynda Jones
Grim Reaper Charley Davidson is back in the twelfth installment
of Darynda Jones’ New York Times bestselling paranormal
series.

FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DE T ECTIVE / WO M E N SLE U T H S
St. Martin's Press | 10/31/2017
9781250147554 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: ICM Partners
Translation Rights: ICM Partners
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427289483
Audio ISBN: 9781427289490

Ever since Reyes escaped from a hell dimension in which Charley accidently
trapped him, the son of Satan has been brimstone-bent on destroying the
world his heavenly Brother created. His volatile tendencies have put Charley
in a bit of a pickle. But that’s not the only briny vegetable on her plate.
While trying to domesticate the feral being that used to be her husband, she
also has to deal with her everyday life of annoying all manner of
beings—some corporeal, some not so much—as she struggles to right the
wrongs of society. Only this time she’s not uncovering a murder. This time
she’s covering one up.
Add to that her new occupation of keeping a startup PI venture—the
indomitable mystery-solving team of Amber Kowalski and Quentin
Rutherford—out of trouble and dealing with the Vatican’s inquiries into her
beloved daughter, and Charley is on the brink of throwing in the towel and
becoming a professional shopper. Or possibly a live mannequin. But when
someone starts attacking humans who are sensitive to the supernatural world,
Charley knows it’s time to let loose her razor sharp claws. Then again, her
number one suspect is the dark entity she’s loved for centuries. So the
question becomes, can she tame the unruly beast before it destroys everything
she’s worked so hard to protect?
PR A I SE

"Jones’ gift for storytelling shines through as she manages to keep the apocalyptic
story-lines packed with enough humor and weirdness to make them flat-out fun!"
—RT Book Reviews on The Curse of Tenth Grave
“Clever, fun...The romance delights. Jones continues to make her Grim Reaper
into a layered, fascinating heroine...Paranormal-crime fans will be pleased.”
—Booklist on The Dirt on Ninth Grave
“As always, there is plenty of the weird and wacky, but there is also a heaping
dose of high-stakes drama and poignancy. This is one fantastic read!” —RT Book
Reviews (4 ½ stars) on Eighth Grave After Dark
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author DARYNDA JONES won a Golden Heart
and a RITA for her manuscript First Grave on the Right. A born storyteller, she grew up
spinning tales of dashing damsels and heroes in distress for any unfortunate soul who
happened by, annoying man and beast alike. Darynda lives in the Land of Enchantment, also
known as New Mexico, with her husband and two beautiful sons, the Mighty, Mighty Jones
Boys.
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The Stolen Marriage
Diane Chamberlain
From perennial bestselling author Diane Chamberlain comes a
compelling new novel.
In 1944, twenty-three-year-old Tess DeMello abruptly ends her engagement
to the love of her life when she marries a mysterious stranger and moves to
Hickory, North Carolina, a small town struggling with racial tension and the
hardships imposed by World War II. Tess’s new husband, Henry Kraft, is a
secretive man who often stays out all night, hides money from his new wife,
and shows no interest in making love. Tess quickly realizes she’s trapped in a
strange and loveless marriage with no way out.

FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO MEN
St. Martin's Press | 10/3/2017
9781250087270 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Writers House
Translation Rights: Writers House
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427289391
Audio ISBN: 9781427289407

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Regional Author Tour
Online Publicity
National Print Advertising
Online Advertising Campaign
IndieBound Whitebox Mailing
Major Book Club Promotion and Outreach
Discussion Guide Available
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Author Website:
www.dianechamberlain.com
Active on Facebook:
facebook.com/diane.chamberlain.readers
Active on Twitter: @d_chamberlain

The people of Hickory love and respect Henry and see Tess as an outsider,
treating her with suspicion and disdain, especially after one of the town’s
prominent citizens dies in a terrible accident and Tess is blamed. Tess suspects
people are talking about her, plotting behind her back, and following her as
she walks around town. What does everyone know about Henry that she does
not? Feeling alone and adrift, Tess turns to the one person who seems to
understand her, a local medium who gives her hope but seems to know more
than he’s letting on.
When a sudden polio epidemic strikes the town, the townspeople band
together to build a polio hospital. Tess, who has a nursing degree, bucks
Henry’s wishes and begins to work at the hospital, finding meaning in nursing
the young victims. Yet at home, Henry’s actions grow more alarming by the
day. As Tess works to save the lives of her patients, can she untangle her
husband’s mysterious behavior a...
PR A I SE

“The author of The Silent Sister delivers another emotionally riveting page…A
book rich in relatable characters and moving scenes, this stunning tale will linger
with readers long after the last page.” —RT Book Reviews (4 1/2 stars, Top Pick)
on Pretending to Dance
"Hard to put down." —Better Homes and Gardens on The Silent Sister
"Diane Chamberlain's Necessary Lies is the most important book she has ever
written." —Dorothea Benton Frank
DIANE CHAMBERLAIN is the international bestselling author of twenty-three novels. She
lives in North Carolina with her partner, photographer John Pagliuca, and her shelties, Keeper
and Cole.
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Untitled Prince Photography
Book
Afshin Shahidi
A photography book of 250 stunning and mostly unseen photos
of Prince from 2001 to 2010 - staged and candid, art-directed
and in concert - from his trusted photographer/videographer.

P H O T O G RA P H Y / S U BJ E C T S &
T H E M E S / C E L E BR I T Y
St. Martin's Press | 10/17/2017
9781250134431 | $35.00 / $49.00 Can.
Hardcover | 256 pages | Carton Qty: 16
9.1 in H | 7.5 in W
Includes 250 color photographs throughout
Subrights: Translation: AGI Vigliano
UK: AGI Vigliano

M AR K E T I N G

National Television Publicity
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Extensive music blog outreach
Radio station giveaways
Author website: Afshinshahidi.com
Active on Instagram @afshineee: 5,300
followers

When Prince wanted to document his incredible 21 Nights at the O2 arena in
London, he turned to Afshin Shahidi. Afshin met Prince in 1989 and became
his videographer and later his photographer. He was the photographer closest
to Prince for the last fifteen years of Prince’s life. Afshin is the only
photographer to shoot the legendary 3,121 private parties in Los Angeles
that became the most sought after invitations in Hollywood.
Untitled Prince Photography Book compiles his work into a journey through
Prince's extraordinary life. With many never-before-seen photos, this is the
ultimate collection of – some intimate, some candid, some in concert – shots
of Prince, but all are carefully directed in the artist-as-art style that we
associate with him. Deep photo captions are brief, but complete stories about
Prince's life at that moment - some are incisive, others are personal and even
funny.
AFSHIN SHAHIDI is an Iranian-born, American cinematographer, director, and photographer.
He has worked all over the globe on a myriad of projects ranging from films to documentaries
and commercials. He is proudest of his long collaboration with the musical artist Prince,
which started in his early twenties on music video sets and grew into a friendship and
working partnership with the artist, becoming his personal photographer. He lives in Los
Angeles with his wife and three children.
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Bounty Hunter 4/3
From Combat as a Marine Scout Sniper to MARSOC's First
Lead Sniper Instructor
Jason Delgado with Chris Martin
The memoir of Jason Delgado, a US Marine scout sniper and
MARSOC's first lead sniper instructor.
The fight for Jason Delgado's life and soul began when he was just a boy. He
ultimately escaped the death and drugs of a crime-riddled Bronx by way of the
United States Marine Corps. However, after earning his way into the
esteemed ranks of the service's famed Scout Snipers, Delgado saw that old
struggle reignited when he was dumped into the hell of war in Iraq.
B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ M ILI TARY
St. Martin's Press | 10/3/2017
9781250112002 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 352 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Includes 2 maps plus one 16-page color
photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427290908
Audio ISBN: 9781427290915

M AR K E T I N G

There Delgado proved not only a participant, but a warrior capable of turning
the tide in several of the most harrowing and historically important battles of
the evolving war. He took all the hard lessons learned in combat and, as
MARSOC's original lead sniper instructor, made himself a pivotal figure in
revolutionizing the way special operations snipers trained and operated. But
even after accomplishing his mission in the military, Delgado still faced that
original fight, struggling to understand and accept the man his experiences had
transformed him into.
JASON DELGADO is an accomplished sniper, entrepreneur, tattoo artist, and father. He
escaped the dangers of life in the streets in the Bronx only to battle for his life in Iraq during
two combat tours as a Marine scout sniper. One of the most important snipers and instructors
of the modern era, Delgado helped shape the future of sniping for American special operators
while serving as MARSOC's first lead sniper instructor. He is currently working for a security
services contractor in Afghanistan.

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Promotion on Hurricane Group, Inc
Online Platform (reach: 15m)
Promotion on Facebook.com/SOFREP
(580k likes)
Podcast Promotion on SOFREP Radio
Podcast (#1 Gov't/ Military Podcast on
iTunes)
Early Reviewer Outreach on
Goodreads.com
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Believe Me
My Battle with the Invisible Disability of Lyme Disease
Yolanda Hadid
From the star of The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills, an
emotional behind-the-scenes look at her descent into a medical
nightmare that is Lyme disease.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ R I C H & FA M O U S
St. Martin's Press | 9/12/2017
9781250121653 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus two 16-page color photograph inserts
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250121660

M AR K E T I N G

National Broadcast Publicity
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Outreach to Lyme Organizations and
Online Communities
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign,
Facebook.com/YolandaHFoster, 749K+
fans, Twitter.com/YolandaHFoster,
584K+ followers

In early 2011, just after her second wedding, Yolanda fell ill. From an
outspoken, multi-tasking social butterfly she descended into a thick,
paralyzing cocoon. She lost the ability to read, write, or even watch
television; suffered from severe fatigue, intense anxiety, insomnia, joint pain,
Bell’s palsy, migraines, and intermittent total loss of eyesight. From inside
this hell she sought answers that never seemed to come, and spoke to
specialist after specialist who were all left baffled. Her perfect marriage
became strained; the precious family that she had always supported was
breaking; her life was coming apart at the seams.
Then after months of unimaginable suffering, Yolanda Hadid was diagnosed
with Lyme disease. Yet her suffering still grew, and doctors continued to
dismiss her pain. That was when Yolanda realized she had a mission: to use her
new platform to bring relief to other sufferers being misdiagnosed and
dismissed, as she was. She was honest, unapologetic, and raw in how she
portrayed Lyme disease on The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills and on social
media. In no time, she got thousands of e-mails, letters, and met families who
were suffering, felt lost and scared. She would call, give advice, and lend
support whenever she could.
Now, in her no-holds-barred memoir, Yolanda shares intimate details of the
darkness of her pain; how her relationships with her loved ones have been
affected by her illness; and how her ...
YOLANDA HADID is a Dutch-American television personality, model, and interior designer.
She has been one of the stars of The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills since 2010, and is
known nationally for her outspoken awareness advocacy for Lyme and chronic disease. She is
a sought-after guest on shows from Good Morning America to Dr. Oz.
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Memories After My Death
The Story of My Father Joseph "Tommy" Lapid
Yair Lapid
From bestselling Hebrew author Yair Lapid comes a
mesmerizing portrait of the author's father, one of modern
Israel's leading figures.

P O LI T I CAL S C I E N C E / W O RLD /
M I DDL E E A S T E R N
Thomas Dunne Books | 10/24/2017
9781250044013 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK rights: Sterling Lord
Translation rights: Sterling Lord

Memories After My Death is the astonishing true story of Tommy Lapid, a
well-loved and controversial Israeli figure who saw the development of the
country from all angles over its first sixty years. From seeing his father taken
away to a concentration camp to arriving in Tel Aviv at the birth of Israel,
Tommy Lapid lived every major incident of Jewish life since the 1930s
first-hand.
This sweeping narrative will captivate anyone with an interest in how Israel
became what it is today. Tommy Lapid's uniquely unorthodox opinions - he
belonged to neither left nor right, was Jewish, but vehemently secular - expose
the many contradictions inherent in Israeli life today.
PR A I SE

“A literary tour-de-force in which the son reassembles the voice, the spirit of the
father so absolutely that, for most of this big book, it is the man himself who
turns the pages of his life and speaks directly to the reader." —The Jewish
Chronicle
“A fascinating, readable ‘autobiography’ of [a] controversial character who was
larger than life in every respect." —ESRA Magazine
YAIR LAPID is an Israeli politician who founded and serves as the chairman of the Yesh Atid
Party. He was Israel's Minister of Finance between 2013 and 2014. An accomplished
journalist, news anchor, and TV presenter, Lapid was named one of the “Most Influential Jews
in the World” by The Jerusalem Post. He has published multiple bestselling books in
Hebrew.
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Robert Kirkman's The Walking
Dead: Return to Woodbury
Written by Jay Bonansinga, based on the series created by
Robert Kirkman
The latest novel in the New York Times bestselling series!
To risk everything...
She has weathered over four years of the apocalypse. She has done things that
she would not have dreamt of doing in her darkest nightmares. But she has
survived. And now, she has staked a claim in the plague-ravaged city of
Atlanta. It is a safe haven for her people, rising high above the walker-ridden
streets, a place of warmth and comfort.
FI C T I O N / H O RR O R
Thomas Dunne Books | 10/17/2017
9781250058522 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 288 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427290922
Audio ISBN: 9781427290939

M AR K E T I N G

National Print and Online Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Print Advertising and Cross Promotion
with The Walking Dead Magazine
Facebook Campaign:
/WalkingDeadNovels (1.2M Followers)
Ebook Promotion
Backlist Promotion
Author Website: JayBonansinga.com

But for Lilly Caul, something is missing...
She still dreams of her former home—the quaint little village known as
Woodbury—a place of heartache as well as hope. For Lilly, Woodbury,
Georgia, has become a symbol of the future, of family, of a return to normal
life amidst this hell on earth. The call is so powerful that Lilly decides to risk
everything in order to go back... to reclaim that little oasis in the wilderness.
Against all odds, against the wishes of her people, Lilly leads a ragtag group of
true believers back across the impossible landscape of walker swarms, flooded
rivers, psychotic bands of murderers, and dangers the likes of which she has
never known. Along the way, she discovers a disturbing truth about herself.
She is willing to go to the darkest place in order to survive, in order to save
her people, in order to do the one thing she knows she has to do: Return to
Woodbury.
PR A I SE

“Descent maintains the series’ strength due to the author’s truly powerful ability to
describe the series’ world and to establish tone, pacing, kinesthetics, and every
other nut and bolt that holds a good novel together.” —Booklist on Descent
“The books are a really fun read...It’s an interesting look at the universe that you
already know and you might learn some things about your favorite characters you
never knew.” —Fanbolt on The Fall of the Governor: Part One and Part Two
“An entertaining read.” —ComicBookMovie.com on The Road to Woodbury
ROBERT KIRKMAN is the creator of many popular comic books, including Walking Dead,
Invincible, and Super Dinosaur.
JAY BONANSINGA is a New York Times bestselling novelist whose debut novel, The Black
Mariah, was a finalist for a Bram Stoker award.
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Ageless Soul
Living a Full Life with Joy and Purpose
Thomas Moore
An inspiring, dynamic way to reimagine aging, by the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Care of the Soul.

S E LF - H E L P / A G I N G
St. Martin's Press | 10/10/2017
9781250135810 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK: Todd Shuster
Translation: Todd Shuster
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427287519
Audio ISBN: 9781427287526

M AR K E T I N G

National Broadcast Publicity
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Academic Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
QDT Podcast Promotion
Author Website: thomasmooresoul.com
Active on Facebook:
facebook.com/Thomas-Moore (8000
followers)
Active on Twitter: @thomasmooresoul
(5400 followers)

Thomas Moore is the renowned author of Care of the Soul, which spent
forty-four weeks on the New York Times bestseller list and showed how
spiritual practice can heal personal and societal problems. In Ageless Soul,
Moore reveals a fresh, optimistic, and rewarding path toward aging, one that
need not be feared, but rather embraced and cherished. In Moore’s view, aging
is the process by which one becomes a more distinctive, complex, fulfilled,
loving, and connected person.
Using examples from his practice as a psychotherapist and teacher who
lectures widely on medicine and spirituality, Moore argues for a new vision of
aging: as a dramatic series of initiations, rather than a diminishing experience,
one that each of us has the tools—experience, maturity, fulfillment—to
embrace. Subjects include:
*Why melancholy is a natural part of aging, and how to accept it, rather than
confuse it with depression and resort to medication
*The vital role of the elder and mentor in the lives of younger people
*The many paths of spiritual growth and learning that open later in life
*Sex and sensuality
*Building new communities and leaving a legacy
Ageless Soul will teach readers how to embrace the richness of experience and
how to take life on, embrace invitations to new vitality, and feel fulfilled as
they get older. Aging means living into life.
THOMAS MOORE is the New York Times bestselling author of Care of the Soul, as well as
many other books on deepening soul and cultivating mindfulness, three of which have
received the Books for a Better Life Award. At turns he has been a monk, a musician, a
university professor, and a psychotherapist. Today he lectures widely on holistic medicine
and spirituality. He lives in New Hampshire.
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B IG BOOK

What the Hell Did I Just Read
A Novel of Cosmic Horror
David Wong
New York Times bestselling author David Wong takes readers
to a whole new level with his latest dark comic horror, set in the
world of John Dies at the End and This Book is Full of Spiders.

FI C T I O N / H O RR O R
St. Martin's Press | 10/3/2017
9781250040206 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781466835443

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
National Online Publicity
Facebook Advertising Campaign
Goodreads Advertising Campaign
Extensive Online Advertising Campaign
Cracked.com Advertising and Features
Limited Edition Pop-Up Book Video, GIF,
and Giveaway Campaign
Extensive Social Media Campaign
Tor,com Campaign
Library Marketing Campaign
Author Website: Cracked.com and
JohnDiesAtTheEnd.com
Facebook: /JohnDiesattheEnd.TheNovel
- 46K followers
Twitter: /JohnDiesattheEn - 22K followres

John Dies at the End's "smart take on fear manages to tap into readers'
existential dread on one page, then have them laughing the next" (Publishers
Weekly) and This Book is Full of Spiders was "unlike any other book of the
genre" (Washington Post). Now, Wong is back with the third installment of
this black-humored thriller series.
Dave, John and Amy recount what seems like a fairly straightforward tale of a
shape-shifting creature from another dimension that is stealing children and
brainwashing their parents, but it eventually becomes clear that someone is
lying, and that someone is the narrators.
The novel you're reading is a cover-up, and the "true" story reveals itself in
the cracks of their hilariously convoluted, and sometimes contradictory,
narrative.
Equal parts terrifying and darkly comedic in his writing, David Wong “will be
remembered as one of today’s great satirists” (Nerdist).
PR A I SE

"With verve and velocity, the story moves...one cinematic set piece after another,
strung together with twisty fun and wit." —The New York Times Book Review on
Futuristic Violence and Fancy Suits
"[Wong] will be remembered as one of today’s great satirists." —Nerdist
"Like an episode of AMC's "The Walking Dead" written by Douglas Adams."
—Washington Post on This Book is Full of Spiders
"The rare genre novel that manages to keep its sense of humor strong without ever
diminishing the scares" —The Onion A.V. Club on This Book is Full of Spiders
DAVID WONG is the pseudonym of Jason Pargin, Senior Editor and columnist for humor
megasite Cracked.com. Visit him at www.johndiesattheend.com.
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Admissions
Life as a Brain Surgeon
Henry Marsh
A memoir by the author of the New York Times bestselling and
award-winning memoir Do No Harm.
Following the publication of Do No Harm, Dr. Henry Marsh retired from his
position at a hospital in London. But his career continued, taking him to
remote hospitals in places such as Nepal and Pakistan, where he offers his
services as surgeon and teacher to those in need. Now, Marsh considers the
challenges of working in those difficult conditions, alongside the challenges of
putting a career of fifty years behind you and finding further purpose in life
and work.
B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ M E D I CAL
Thomas Dunne Books | 10/3/2017
9781250127266 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Weidenfeld & Nicolson
Translation Rights: Julian Alexander (Lucas
Alexander Whitley Ltd.)

In Admissions, Marsh offers a thoughtful, perceptive consideration of
medicine and the pursuit of a meaningful life that will appeal to readers of
Atul Gawande, Jerome Groopman, and Oliver Sacks.
PR A I SE

Praise for Do No Harm

Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427290953
Audio ISBN: 9781427290960

"Riveting... [Marsh] gives us an extraordinarily intimate, compassionate and
sometimes frightening understanding of his vocation." —The New York Times

M AR K E T I N G

"The Knausgaard of neurosurgery... Marsh writes like a novelist." —The New
Yorker

Author Events
National Television Publicity
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
National Print Advertising
PrePub Advertising in Shelf Awareness
Online Advertising
Library Marketing Campaign
Academic Marketing Campaign
eBook Promotion with Do No Harm with
teaser to new book
Extensive Blog Outreach
Early Reader Reviews on
Goodreads.com
Author Website:
henrymarshdonoharm.wordpress.com

"Like the work of his fellow physicians Jerome Groopman and Atul Gawande, Do
No Harm offers insight into the life of doctors and the quandaries they face as we
throw our outsize hopes into their fallible hands." —The Washington Post
HENRY MARSH studied medicine at the Royal Free Hospital in London, became a Fellow of
the Royal College of Surgeons in 1984 and was appointed Consultant Neurosurgeon at
Atkinson Morley's/St George's Hospital in London in 1987. He has been the subject of two
documentary films, Your Life in Their Hands, which won the Royal Television Society Gold
Medal, and The English Surgeon, which won an Emmy, and is the author of the New York
Times bestselling memoir Do No Harm. He was made a CBE in 2010.
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How the Right Lost Its Mind
Charles J. Sykes
A book on the implosion of the Republican party and the
conservative movement, by a bestselling author and radio host
who drew national attention after denouncing Donald Trump.
In March 2016, Wisconsin’s #1 conservative talk radio host Charles Sykes did
the unthinkable: He ferociously challenged Republican presidential frontrunner Donald Trump in a live interview. Afterward, Sykes alone among
conservative media figures continued to denounce Trump, and extended his
attack to include the larger right-wing media and other politicians that
enabled his rise.
P O LI T I CAL S C I E N C E /
P O LI T I CAL I D E O L O G I E S /
C O N S E RVAT I S M & LI B E RALI S M
St. Martin's Press | 10/3/2017
9781250147172 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250147219
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Online Publicity
Academic Marketing Campaign
Early Reader Reviews
Blog Outreach
Author Twitter - 39K Followers
Author Website - RightWisconsin.com

Now, in How the Right Lost Its Mind, Sykes presents an impassioned,
regretful, and deeply thoughtful account of how the American conservative
movement came to lose its values. How did a movement that was defined by
its belief in limited government, individual liberty, free markets, traditional
values, and civility find itself embracing bigotry, political intransigence,
demagoguery, and outright falsehood? Mainstream conservatives now find
themselves in need of a broad and introspective evaluation of what went
wrong—and how to move forward and regain their core principles. How the
Right Lost its Mind will address:
*Why are so many voters so credulous and immune to factual information
reported by responsible media?*Why did conservatives decide to overlook,
even embrace, so many of Trump’s outrages, gaffes, conspiracy theories,
falsehoods, and smears?
*Can conservatives govern? Or are they content to merely rage?
*How can the right recover its traditional values and persuade a new
generation of their worth?
CHARLES J. SYKES is the author of eight books on current affairs and education including
Fail U., A Nation of Victims, and Profscam. He has written for The Wall Street Journal and
Time.com among others, and in 2016 was featured for his critiques of Donald Trump and
conservative media in articles on the front page of The New York Times, The New York Times
Magazine, and NPR. A former longtime host of the #1 conservative talk radio show in
Wisconsin, he is now a regular contributor to MSNBC.
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The Fear and the Freedom
How the Second World War Changed Us
Keith Lowe
Bestselling historian Keith Lowe's The Fear and the Freedom
looks at the astonishing innovations that sprang from WWII and
how they changed the world.

H I S T O RY / M ILI TARY / W O RLD
W AR I I
St. Martin's Press | 10/24/2017
9781250043955 | $29.99
Hardcover | 512 pages | Carton Qty: 16
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Includes more than 20 black-and-white maps and
illustrations throughout plus two 8-page blackand-white photograph inserts
Subrights: UK Rights: Penguin Random House UK
Translation Rights: William Morris Endeavor
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National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Promotion
Independent Bookseller Outreach
Academic Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach
Early Reviewer Outreach on
Goodreads.com
Promotion on TheHistoryReader.com
Author Twitter: @KeithLoweAuthor
Author Website: KeithLoweHistory.com

The Fear and the Freedom is Keith Lowe’s follow-up to Savage Continent.
While that book painted a picture of Europe in all its horror as WWII was
ending, The Fear and the Freedom looks at all that has happened since
focusing on all of the changes that were brought about because of WWII,
simultaneously one of the most catastrophic and most innovative events in
history. It killed millions and eradicated empires, creating the idea of human
rights, and giving birth to the UN. It was because of the war that penicillin
was first mass-produced, computers were developed, and rockets first sent to
the edge of space. The war created new philosophies, new ways of living, new
architecture: this was the era of Le Corbusier, Simone de Beauvoir and
Chairman Mao. But amidst the waves of revolution and idealism there were
also fears of globalisation, a dread of the atom bomb, and an unexpressed
longing for a past forever gone. All of these things and more came about as
direct consequences of the war and continue to affect the world that we live in
today. The Fear and the Freedom is the first book to look at all of the
changes brought about because of WWII. Based on earch from five
continents, Keith Lowe’s The Fear and the Freedom tells the very human
story of how the war not only transformed our world but also changed the
very way we think about ourselves.
PR A I SE

“A superb and immensely important book.” —The Washington Post on Savage
Continent
“A breathtaking, numbing account of the physical and moral desolation that
plagued Europe in the late 1940s. Authoritative but never dry, stripping away
soothing myths of national unity and victimhood, this is a painful but necessary
historical task superbly done.” —Kirkus Reviews on Savage Continent
“Lowe's work, thoroughly researched and written with scrupulous objectivity,
promises to be the year's best book on European history.” —Financial Times
(London) on Savage Continent
KEITH LOWE is the author of the critically-acclaimed Inferno: The Devastation of Hamburg
1943, and Savage Continent, an international bestseller and the winner of both the HessellTiltman Prize for History (2013), and Italy’s prestigious Cherasco History Prize (2015). He
lectures on both sides of the Atlantic, appears on TV and radio in Europe and the US, and
writes for a variety of magazines and newspapers around the world. He lives in north London
with his wife and children.
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Road Dog
The Life of a Stand-Up Comic on the Road
Dov Davidoff
Stand-up comedian Dov Davidoff's gritty memoir charting a year
in the life of a standup, from the road to television and back,
interspersed with stories of his upbringing.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ E N T E R TA I N M E N T &
P E RF O R M I N G AR T S
St. Martin's Press | 10/31/2017
9781250038074 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Subrights: UK Rights: Kuhn Projects
Translation Rights: Kuhn Projects
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Early Reviewer Outreach on
Goodreads.com
Blog Outreach
Author Website: DovLive.com

Road Dog is comedian, actor, and writer, Dov Davidoff's unflinching memoir
told through reflections of twelve months on the road. Davidoff travels
across the country from college campuses to local theaters doing stand-up
comedy and telling it like it is. He's been known to wax poetic about
everything from encounters with large fake breasts, to people who have too
many kids, to magnum condoms the size of CD cases. He is hilarious and
relatable and will have you laughing at yourself in no time.
But there's more to the road dog life than TV features and sold out comedy
shows, there's a dark underbelly and Dov knows it well. His memoir chronicles
the highs and often very low lows of performance life with honesty, clarity,
and humility. Dov takes readers from his fractured childhood days spent in a
New Jersey junkyard with a gruff Jewish father and commune-loving hippie
Protestant mother to the intense hyperactive persona that his fans know and
expect discussing the relationships, drugs, and demons that he has fought
along the way. With an eye for self-reflection, and a penchant for hilarious
irony, Dov pulls back the curtain on a life hard-made on the road.
DOV DAVIDOFF is a New Jersey born stand up comic, writer, and actor who was named one of
Variety's Top 10 to Watch. Davidoff is a regular on college campuses and Chelsea Lately,
starred in Invincible with Mark Wahlberg, and has appeared on TV shows including: The
Tonight Show, Jimmy Kimmel Live, The Late Late Show, Last Call with Carson Daly,
Chappelle's Show, Tough Crowd with Colin Quinn, Live from the Red Light District, and
Russell Simmons Presents.He is a favorite at the prestigious Montreal...
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Christmas
A Biography
Judith Flanders
A critically acclaimed New York Times bestselling author
explores the Christmas holiday, from the original festival
through present day traditions.
Christmas has always been a magical time. Or has it? Thirty years after the
first recorded Christmas, the Pope was already warning that too many people
were spending the day, not in worship, but in partying and eating to excess.
By 1616, the playwright Ben Jonson was nostalgically remembering
Christmas in the old days, certain that it had been better then.
R E LI G I O N / H O LI DAYS /
C H R I S T M A S & ADV E N T
Thomas Dunne Books | 10/17/2017
9781250118349 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 304 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Includes black-and-white photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: Picador UK
Translation Rights: Bill Hamilton, AM Health

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Organizational and Blog Outreach
Library Marketing Campaign
Early Reader Reviews
Author website: judithflandersbooks.com

Other elements of Christmas are much newer – who would have thought
gift-wrap is a novelty of the twentieth century? That the first holiday parade
was neither at Macy’s, nor even in the USA?
Some things, however, never change. The first known gag holiday gift book,
The Boghouse Miscellany, was advertised in the 1760s ‘for gay Gallants, and
good companions’, while in 1805, the leaders of the Lewis and Clark
expedition exchanged – what else? – presents of underwear and socks.
Christmas is all things to all people: a religious festival, a family celebration, a
period of eating and drinking. In Christmas: A Biography, bestselling author
and acclaimed social historian Judith Flanders casts a sharp eye on myths,
legends and history, deftly moving from the origins of the holiday in the
Roman empire, through Christmas trees in central Europe, to what might be
the first appearance of Santa Claus – in Switzerland – to draw a picture of the
season as it has never been seen before.
PR A I SE

Praise for The Making of Home
“Judith Flanders’s new book isn’t just smart and diverting but it is also brave…
Flanders uses books well and pictures intelligently, searching images for hidden
meaning… this book has charm and learning.” —The New York Times Book
Review
"Flanders, a historian best known for her works on Victorian culture, has a knack
for finding surprising, alternative perspectives on the familiar. In her new book,
she takes an unconventional look at how our modern idea of home came to be."
—The Washington Post
JUDITH FLANDERS is a New York Times bestselling author and one of the foremost social
historians of the Victorian era. She is a frequent contributor to The Wall Street Journal, The
Daily Telegraph, and The Times Literary Supplement. She lives in London.
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Voice Lessons
A Sisters Story
Cara Mentzel; Foreword by My Big Sister Idina Menzel
Cara Mentzel tells the story of growing up with her mega-star
sister Idina Menzel, the voice of Elsa in "Frozen".

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ E N T E R TA I N M E N T &
P E RF O R M I N G AR T S
St. Martin's Press | 10/31/2017
9781250105240 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 256 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus one 16-page black-and-white photograph
insert
Subrights: UK Rights: ICM Partners
Translation Rights: ICM Partners
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250105257
Audio ISBN: 9781427289414
Audio ISBN: 9781427289438
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National Television Publicity
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
National Indiebound Campaign
Social Media Campaign,
Facebook.com/IdinaMenzel, 1.2M+ fans
Blog Outreach
Online Promotion

Voice Lessons is the story of two sisters. The first is Cara Mentzel, an
elementary school teacher who lives in Boulder, Colorado with her husband,
her two teenage boys and their dogs. The second is…well…let’s hear it from
Cara: “My big sister is Tony-Award-Winning, Gravity-Defying, Let-ItGo-Singing Idina Menzel who has received top billing on Broadway marquees,
whose face has graced the cover of Billboard and Redbook magazines, who
has performed for Barbra Streisand and President Obama, at the Super Bowl
and at the Academy Awards. John Travolta may have called her “Adele
Dazeem’ but I call her Dee.” Voice Lessons is Cara’s memoir of their growing
up on Long Island and moving apart across the country as they became
women. It’s the story of one woman growing up in the shadow of an older,
much-more-talented sister, trying to be like her, fighting with her and,
ultimately learning how to live her own life and voice. As they grew and Idina
clearly became the star in the family, Cara faded into the background. There
were fights. They made up. They both had children. Cara had hard times at
the same time Idina made a big splash in Rent, soared in Wicked, played Lea
Michelle’s mother on Glee and taught millions how to “Let It Go” when she
provided the voice of Elsa in Disney’s blockbuster film Frozen. Their story,
told by Cara, will be familiar to every woman with a dazzling big sister -- a
real-life Anna and Elsa story and a mus...
CARA MENTZEL holds a Master’s in education from the University of Colorado and received
a National Board certification in literacy in 2011. She aims to inspire a love of reading and
writing in children. Cara thrives in household with the love of her life—who she nearly
rejected on match.com—her two teen boys who reprimand her for cursing too much, and two
dogs with whom she has much in common, a border collie with OCD and a maltipoo with a
weak bladder. She lives in Boulder, Colorado.
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Retail Reset
How to Win the Marketplace for the Next 20 Years
Michael Dart and Robin Lewis
Everything in just one click, but who will we buy from next?
Compared to 25 years ago, today’s retail experience is a world apart. Almost
anything can be ordered, delivered and picked up rapidly, often customized to
personal preferences at no extra cost. The smartphone has created a world of
limitless consumer expectation and logistical possibility. So how much further
can it go? What will the retail experience look like in ten, twenty, or even
fifty years–and how should companies, big and small, be preparing?
BU SI N E S S & ECO N O M ICS /
I N D U S T R I E S / R E TA ILI N G
St. Martin's Press | 10/31/2017
9781250142856 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 256 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

M AR K E T I N G

National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Email Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach
Author Website: www.therobinreport.com
Active on Facebook
Active on Twitter: @robinreport

Amazon may still loom large, say industry experts Robin Lewis and Michael
Dart, but now they’ll actually be profitable, as mobile shopping becomes the
norm. More importantly, the primacy of access over ownership, and
experience over material goods, will force retailers to transform their
offerings. Demographic trends, like the glut of seniors and the declining
marriage rate, and societal trends, like income polarization and continued
urbanization, will have surprising effects on which brands and products take
center stage. And the double-edged sword of technology will be fully apparent:
no more cards or cash, but pervasive fear of fraud and surveillance from the
dark Web and the rise of A.I..
In their previous book, The New Rules of Retail, Lewis and Dart predicted
nearly every defining characteristic of today’s marketplace–and the industry
snapped it up in two editions. Here, they do the same for the next era, where
retailers will have to be ready for anything.
PR A I SE

"Our industry needs someone to develop new thoughts and concepts that will be a
guide for future successes. (The authors') background, experience, expertise, and
interest...make for a thoughtful and useful book." —Burton M. Tansky, President
and CEO, The Neiman Marcus Group
"There is not a more crucial time to assess the current retail model and explore
creative alternatives in driving the success then there is today...a credible insider in
our industry." —Kenneth Cole
Michael Dart is a partner at A.T. Kearney, a management consulting firm specializing in retail,
and was named one of the Top 25 Consultants by Consulting Magazine. He was educated at
Oxford University and later received a full scholarship to Wharton.
Robin Lewis is the CEO of The Robin Report, a strategic report for executives in the retail
industry. He founded the Goldman Sachs retail consulting subsidiary and has consulted for
Bloomingdale's, Liz Claiborne, Estee Lauder, and Ralph Lauren.
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In the Still of the Night
The Supernaturals II
David L. Golemon
New York Times bestselling author of The Event Group series
returns with a new paranormal supernatural thriller just in time
for Halloween.
Set in the world of The Supernaturals, one of Riffle’s Ten Best Haunted House
Books of All Time.

FI C T I O N / AC T I O N &
ADV E N T U R E
St. Martin's Press | 10/17/2017
9781250103109 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin’s Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin’s Press
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National Print and Online Publicity
Early Reader Campaign
Promotion on Tor.com
Promotion on CriminalElement.com
Blog Outreach
Author Facebook: /DLGolemon

Five years ago, the ghost hunting Supernaturals disbanded after being accused
of faking their experiences at Summer House. Now, the eccentric, but
brilliant, team of scientists and paranormal experts are being asked to join
forces once again— this time to save the President.
Through strenuous investigation and mysterious messages about returning
home, the team soon discovers the long lost home of the president: a small
town in California called Moreno, a modern ghost town.
When the Supernaturals go to Moreno for answers, they find a presence;
something came to Moreno after WWII, something that’s still locked in a
steel vault in the basement of the town’s old movie theater.
To make matters worse, the thing in the basement is starting to pull them
into its time, Halloween of 1963. With the body count rising, it’ll be up to
the Supernaturals to find an explanation for what this paranormal being is and
how to defeat it.
PR A I SE

"I forgot how much I love a good haunting story! Especially one with such a
clever twist!" —Geek News Network on The Supernaturals
"[A]n explosive combination that features the author's immense imagination. It's
difficult to ground such fantastic science and weirdness in reality, but Golemon
makes it look effortless." —Associated Press on Ripper
“Golemon knows how to make readers turn the pages.” —Booklist on Primeval
“Fans of Clive Cussler, Verne, X-Files, and military tactical thrillers will find
much to enjoy in this increasingly clever series.” —Booklist on Leviathan
DAVID L. GOLEMON is the author of the Event Group Thrillers. Legend, the second book in
the series, was nominated for a RITA award for paranormal fiction. Golemon learned an early
love of reading from his father, who told him that the written word, unlike other forms, allows
readers to use their own minds, the greatest special effects machines of all—an idea Golemon
still believes. Golemon grew up in Chino, California, and now makes his home in New York.
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Riding High
How I Kissed SoulCycle Goodbye, Founded Flywheel, and
Built the Life I Always Wanted
Ruth Zukerman
From the founder of Flywheel and SoulCycle comes a story of
perseverance and success.
She was a dancer who didn’t go pro. She was a career driven woman who didn't
have the business degree to support her drive. She was a mother of two whose
sudden divorce left her scrambling for a foothold. So how did she become the
Queen of Spinning, putting the Soul in SoulCycle and then the Fly in
Flywheel?
S E LF - H E L P / P E R S O N AL
G R O W T H / S U CC E S S
St. Martin's Press | 11/14/2017
9781250127587 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 256 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

Ruth Zukerman used her heartache–at the death of her father, the end of her
marriage, and from being unceremoniously edged out of her first business,
SoulCycle—as the inspiration to reinvent herself. She became a founder of
Flywheel and built the life she’d always dreamed of. And she did it all while
navigating through single motherhood, and a business world that is often
unkind to women, especially those who wear their hearts on their sleeves.

M AR K E T I N G

Riding High is a prescriptive, warts-and-all journey through Ruth’s evolution,
offering fresh, unexpected lessons to help readers recognize their own
potential and channel their passions into success. Recounting the pivotal
moments that helped mold Ruth into the breakout star of the boutique fitness
world, it’s a reminder that the greatest success stories often start in the
unlikeliest of places.

National Television Publicity
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Targeted Bookstore Mailing
Email Marketing
Early Reader Reviews
Blog and Organizational Outreach
Social Media:
Twitter: @Flywheel 23.8k+ followers
Facebook: FlywheelSports 48k+
followers
Instagram: @flywheelsports 51.5k+
followers
Author Website:
https://www.flywheelsports.com
/instructor/234

This inspirational, practical memoir will appeal to women, entrepreneurs,
athletes and artists -- anyone who has stared down overwhelming odds to
follow their dreams. If a sheltered stay-at-home mom can become the
hard-working, high-earning, high-energy founder of two hugely successful
start...
Ruth Zukerman is the Co-Founder of SoulCycle and Flywheel. She is currently Flywheel’s
Creative Director and continues to teach several sold-out classes every week nationwide. She
lives in New York with her two daughters.
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The Burning Time
Henry VIII, Bloody Mary, and the Protestant Martyrs of
London
Virginia Rounding
From critically acclaimed historian Virginia Rounding comes the
harrowing story of the Smithfield Martyrs, protestants who
were put to death by fire for their faith under Mary I's bloody
reign.

H I S T O RY / E U R O P E / G R E AT
B R I TA I N
St. Martin's Press | 10/31/2017
9781250040640 | $29.99 / $41.99 Can.
Hardcover | 432 pages | Carton Qty: 16
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus one 16-page black-and-white photograph
insert
Subrights: UK Rights: Macmillan UK
Translation Rights: Aitken Alexander Associates
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781466836242
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National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
History Blog Outreach
Early Reader Reviews on
Goodreads.com
HistoryReader.com Promotion
Active on Twitter: @VRounding
Author Website:
www.virginiarounding.com

Smithfield, settled on the fringes of Roman London, was once a place of
revelry. Jesters and crowds flocked for the medieval St Bartholomew's Day
celebrations, tournaments were plentiful and it became the location of
London's most famous meat market. Yet in Tudor England, Smithfield had
another, more sinister use: the public execution of heretics.
The Burning Time is a vivid insight into an era in which what was orthodoxy
one year might be dangerous heresy the next. The first martyrs were
Catholics, who cleaved to Rome in defiance of Henry VIII's break with the
papacy. But with the accession of Henry's daughter Mary - soon to be
nicknamed 'Bloody Mary' - the charge of heresy was leveled against devout
Protestants, who chose to burn rather than recant.
At the center of Virginia Rounding's vivid account of this extraordinary
period are two very different characters. The first is Richard Rich, Thomas
Cromwell's protégé, who, almost uniquely, remained in a position of great
power, influence and wealth under three Tudor monarchs, and who helped
send many devout men and women to their deaths. The second is John Deane,
Rector of St Bartholomew's, who was able, somehow, to navigate the
treacherous waters of changing dogma and help others to survive.
The Burning Time is their story, but it is also the story of the hundreds of
men and women who were put to the fire for their faith.
PR A I SE

“Rounding has brought [Alix and Nicky] to life in flesh and blood perhaps better
than any previous writer on the subject.” —The Washington Times
“An engrossing bio. [Grade:] A” –Entertainment Weekly on Catherine the Great
“Lively biography… A welcome study of a ‘multifaceted, very eighteenth-century
woman.’” –Kirkus Reviews on Catherine the Great
VIRGINIA ROUNDING is a writer, critic and former RLF Fellow at the Courtauld Institute of
Art. Author of biographies of Catherine the Great, Tsar Nicholas II and Empress Alexandra,
and of Grandes Horizontales, a study of French courtesans, she also contributes to a number
of newspapers and magazines, such as the Daily Telegraph and the Financial Times.
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The Ghost
The Secret Life of CIA Spymaster James Jesus Angleton
Jefferson Morley
A revelatory new biography of the sinister, powerful, and
paranoid man at the heart of the CIA for more than three
tumultuous decades.

P O LI T I CAL S C I E N C E /
I N T E LLI G E N C E & E S P I O N A G E
St. Martin's Press | 10/24/2017
9781250080615 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
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Promotion on Hurricane Group, Inc
Online Platform (Reach: 15m)
Promotion on Facebook.com/SOFREP
(580k likes)
Early Reviewer Outreach on
Goodreads.com
Blog Outreach
Author Facebook:
Facebook.com/Jefferson.Morley
Author Twitter: @JeffersonMorley
Author Website:
www.JeffersonMorley.com

Nicknamed “The Ghost,” James Jesus Angleton was one of the most powerful
unelected officials in the United States government in the mid-20th century.
Beginning in World War II through the Cold War, Angleton operated beyond
the view of the public, Congress, and even the president. He unwittingly
shared intelligence secrets with Soviet spy Kim Philby, who may have been
his lover. He launched mass surveillance by opening the mail of hundreds of
thousands of Americans. He abetted a scheme to aid Israel’s own nuclear
efforts, disregarding U.S. security. He committed perjury and obstructed the
JFK assassination investigation. He oversaw a massive spying operation on
the antiwar and black nationalist movements and he initiated an obsessive
search for CIA moles that nearly destroyed the Agency.
In The Ghost, investigative reporter Jefferson Morley tells Angleton’s
dramatic story, from his friendship with the poet Ezra Pound through the
underground gay milieu of mid-century Washington to the Watergate scandal.
From the agency’s MKULTRA mind-control experiments to the wars of the
Mideast, Angleton wielded far more power than anyone knew. Yet during his
seemingly lawless reign in the CIA, he also proved himself to be a formidable
adversary to our nation’s enemies, acquiring a mythic stature within the CIA
that continues to this day.
JEFFERSON MORLEY is a journalist and editor who has worked in Washington journalism
for over thirty years, fifteen of which were spent as an editor and reporter at The Washington
Post. The author of Our Man in Mexico, a biography of the CIA’s Mexico City station chief
Winston Scott, Morley has written about intelligence, military, and political subjects for
Salon, The Atlantic, and The Intercept, among others. He is the editor of JFK Facts, a blog. He
lives in Washington, DC.
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The Reporter's Kitchen
Jane Kramer
Culinary essays by The New Yorker journalist and
accomplished home cook Jane Kramer.
Jane Kramer started cooking when she started writing. Her first dish, a tuna
curry, was assembled on a tiny stove in her graduate student apartment while
she pondered her first professional writing assignment. From there, whether
her travels took her to a tent in Morocco for an ill-fated interview with a
Berber wife toiling over goat stew, or to international sensation and
bestselling author Yotam Ottolenghi's Notting Hill apartment, where he
assembled a buttered phylo-and-cheese tower called a mutabbaq, Jane always
returned from the field with a new recipe, and often, a friend.
C O O K I N G / E S S AYS &
N ARRAT I V E S
St. Martin's Press | 11/21/2017
9781250074379 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: William Morris Endeavor
Translation: William Morris Endeavor
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781466885981

For the first time, Jane's beloved food pieces from The New Yorker, where she
has been a staff writer since 1964, are arranged in one place--a collection of
definitive chef profiles, personal essays, and gastronomic history that is at
once deeply personal and humane. The Reporter's Kitchen follows Jane
everywhere, and throughout her career--from her summer writing retreat in
Umbria, where Jane and her anthropologist husband host memorable expat
Thanksgivings--in July--to the Nordic coast, where Jane and acclaimed Danish
chef Rene Redzepi, of Noma, forage for edible sea-grass. This is a nostalgic
nod to a career well-lived, and an important record of culture distilled through
food around the world. But above all, it's Jane-generous, welcoming, and often
surprising.

M AR K E T I N G

Author Appearance in New York City
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Blog Outreach
Early Reader Reviews on
Goodreads.com
Email Marketing Campaign

JANE KRAMER is the longtime European correspondent of The New Yorker. She has also
written for The New York Review of Books, The New York Times Magazine, The New York Times
Book Review, and Vogue. She is the author of nine books and has been the recipient of a
National Book Award, a National Magazine Award, a Front Page Award, and an Emmy Award.
In 2016, she was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Letters. She divides her time
between Europe and New York.
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In Shock
My Journey from Doctor to Patient—What I Learned about
Modern Medicine's Inhumanity
Rana Awdish
A riveting first-hand account of a physician who's suddenly a
dying patient and her revelation of the horribly misguided
standard of care in the medical world.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ M E D I CAL
St. Martin's Press | 10/17/2017
9781250119216 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 272 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: Translation: St. Martin's Press
UK: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
National IndieBound Campaign
Targeted Bookstore Mailing
Extensive Blog Outreach
Academic Marketing Campaign

Dr. Rana Awdish never imagined that an emergency trip to the hospital would
result in hemorrhaging nearly all of her blood volume and losing her unborn
first child. But after first visit, Dr. Awdish spent months fighting for her life,
enduring consecutive major surgeries and experiencing multiple overlapping
organ failures. At each step of the recovery process, Awdish was faced with
something even more unexpected: repeated cavalier behavior from her fellow
physicians—indifference following human loss, disregard for anguish and
suffering, and an exacting emotional distance.
Hauntingly perceptive and beautifully written, In Shock allows the reader to
transform alongside Awidsh and watch what she discovers in our carefullycultivated, yet often misguided, standard of care. Awdish comes to understand
the fatal flaws in her profession and in her own past actions as a physician
while achieving, through unflinching presence, a crystalline vision of a new
and better possibility for us all.
As Dr. Awdish finds herself up against the same self-protective partitions she
was trained to construct as a medical student and physician, she artfully
illuminates the dysfunction of disconnection. Shatteringly personal, and yet
wholly universal, she offers a brave roadmap for anyone navigating illness
while presenting physicians with a new paradigm and rationale for embracing
the emotional bond between doctor and patient.
DR. RANA AWDISH is the Director of the Pulmonary Hypertension Program at Henry Ford
Hospital in Detroit and a Critical Care Physician. She was recently named Medical Director of
Care Experience for the ($6 billion, 24,000 employee) Health System. She was awarded the
Speak-Up Hero award in 2014 for her work on improving communication, as well as the
Critical Care Teaching Award in 2016. Dr. Awdish is board-certified in Internal Medicine,
Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine.
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The Dog Lover Unit
Lessons in Courage from the World's K9 Cops
Rachel Rose
An up-close look at the lives and work of the brave men,
women, and dogs who serve and protect citizens in America
and around the world.

P E T S / D O G S / T RA I N I N G
Thomas Dunne Books | 10/10/2017
9781250110749 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes 15 black-and-white photographs
throughout plus one 8-page color photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: Westwood Creative Artists
Translation Rights: Westwood Creative Artists

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Library Marketing Campaign
Extensive Blog Outreach
Early Reader Reviews on
Goodreads.com
Bookseller Outreach
Author Website:
rachelsprose.weebly.com

An acclaimed poet, Rachel Rose never expected to spend her nights careening
along the roads in high-speed chases or searching the woods for armed
suspects. Yet once she decided to meet the people who devoted their lives to
police K9 units, she found herself signing up for the ridealongs, training runs,
and other challenges that the courageous people – and canines – face on a
daily basis.
In this book, Rose introduces readers to police dogs and their handlers around
in the United States, Canada, Britain, and France (where their group's official
name translates as "the dog lover unit"). She’s there to catch a criminal with
Constable Matt Noel and Blackie; to patrol with Sheriff Gene Davis and
Gunner; and to witness the tragic funeral of Constable Dave Ross, where K9
Danny follows the coffin, looking for his master.
With insight, humor, and awe, this book reveals the feats that these human
and canine teams accomplish, and the emotional and physical risks that they
take for one another, and for us.
RACHEL ROSE has won awards for her poetry, fiction, and non-fiction, including a 2014 and
2016 Pushcart Prize, and was named a Governor's General Award finalist in 2016. She is the
Poet Laureate of Vancouver for 2014-2017 and was recently a fellow at The University of
Iowa’s International Writing Program. She has published work in journals and anthologies in
Canada, the U.S., New Zealand and Japan. She lives in Canada.
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The Song
Seymour Stein
The story of Seymour Stein's life as America's greatest living
record man, founder of Sire Records, and spotter of rock talent
from the Ramones to Madonna.
Seymour Stein is America's greatest living record man. Not only has he signed
and nurtured more important artists than anyone alive, now sixty years in the
game, he's still the hippest label head, travelling the globe in search of the
next big thing.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ CO M P O S ERS & M U SICIAN S
St. Martin's Press | 10/10/2017
9781250081018 | $28.99 / $39.99 Can.
Hardcover | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus one 16-page color photograph insert
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

Since the late fifties, he's been wherever it's happening: Billboard, Tin Pan
Alley, The British Invasion, CBGB, Studio 54, Danceteria, the Rock n Roll
Hall of Fame, the CD crash. Along that winding path, he discovered and broke
out a skyline full of stars: Madonna, The Ramones, Talking Heads, Depeche
Mode, Madonna, The Smiths, The Cure, Ice-T, Lou Reed, Seal, and many
others.
Brimming with hilarious scenes and character portraits, The Song’s wider
narrative is about modernity in motion, and the slow acceptance of diversity
in America – thanks largely to daring pop music. Including both the high and
low points in his life, The Song touches on everything from his discovery of
Madonna to his wife Linda Stein's violent death.

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Radio station giveaways
Extensive Music Blog Outreach
Early Reader Reviews
Active on Instagram: @sirerecords, 793
followers
Active on Facebook @SireRecords:
3,731 likes

Ask anyone in the music business, Seymour Stein is a legend. Sung from the
heart, The Song will etch his story in stone.
SEYMOUR STEIN is the co-founder and chairman of Sire Records, as well as a Vice President
of Warner Bros. Records. Sire Records, which he founded in 1966, was the pioneer of New
Wave music. Stein was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2005 under the
lifetime-achievement category. He lives in New York City.
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After the End of the World
Jonathan L. Howard
The second installment in a thrilling supernatural series that
brings the H.P. Lovecraft mythos into the twenty-first century,
optioned by Warner Bros TV.
The Unfolded World is a bitter and unfriendly place for Daniel Carter and
Emily Lovecraft. In this world, the Cold War never happened because the
Soviet Union ceased to exist in 1941. In this world the Nazi Großdeutschland
is the premier superpower, and is not merely tolerated but indulged because, in
this world, the Holocaust happened behind the ruins of the Iron Curtain and
consumed only Bolsheviks, Communists, and others the West was glad to see
gone. In this world, there are monsters, and not all of them are human.
FI C T I O N / H O RR O R
Thomas Dunne Books | 11/14/2017
9781250060907 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427291066

But even in the Unfolded World, there are still bills to pay and jobs to do.
Carter finds himself working for the German secret security service to
uncover the truth behind a major scientific joint project that is going
suspiciously well. The trail takes Lovecraft and him to a distant, abandoned
island, and a conspiracy that threatens everything. To fight it, Lovecraft
must walk a perilously narrow path between forbidden knowledge and
soul-destroying insanity.
Fortunately, she also has a shotgun.

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Promotion on Tor.com
Blog Outreach
Author Website: JonathanLHoward.com

PR A I SE

“Howard crafts a creepy mystery in which the mythos of H.P. Lovecraft is more
fact than fiction. Carter is an endearing protagonist with a dark sense of humor
and distaste for private eye clichés. Emily Lovecraft resents her famous literary
roots but becomes a spirited sidekick when her great-great-uncle's creations come to
life. Together they make a formidable team and the solid foundation for a new
series promised by Carter & Lovecraft's twist ending. Supernatural mystery and
thrilling horror offer something to love for genre fans of all stripes.” —Shelf
Awareness
JONATHAN L. HOWARD is a game designer, scriptwriter, and a veteran of the
computer-games industry since the early nineties, with titles such as the Broken Sword series
to his credit. He is author of the Johannes Cabal series and Carter & Lovecraft, as well as the
YA novels Katya's World and Katya's War. He lives in the United Kingdom with his wife
and daughter.
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No Ego
How Leaders Can Cut the Cost of Workplace Drama, End
Entitlement, and Drive Big Results
Cy Wakeman
New York Times bestselling author and leadership trainer says:
Getting your employees to do their work shouldn't have to be so
much, well, work!

BU SI N E S S & ECO N O M ICS /
MANAG E M E N T
St. Martin's Press | 10/31/2017
9781250144065 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 256 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Reviews
Blog Outreach

For years now, leaders in almost every industry have accepted two completely
false assumptions--that change is hard, and that engagement drives results.
Those beliefs have inspired expensive attempts to shield employees from
change, involve them in high-level decision-making, and keep them happy
with endless “satisfaction surveys” and workplace perks. But what these
engagement programs actually do, Cy Wakeman says, is inflate expectations
and sow unhappiness, leaving employees unprepared to adapt to even minor
changes necessary to the organization’s survival. Rather than driving
performance and creating efficiencies, these programs fuel entitlement and
drama, costing millions in time and profit.
It is high time to reinvent leadership thinking. Stop worrying about your
employees’ happiness, and start worrying about their accountability. Cy
Wakeman teaches you how to hire “emotionally inexpensive” people, solicit
only the opinions you need, and promote self-awareness in your whole team.
No Ego disposes with unproven HR maxims, and instead offers a complete
plan to turn your office from a den of discontent to a happy, productive
place.
CY WAKEMAN is a public speaker and trainer. In 2001, she founded Reality-Based
Leadership. She’s authored two books: Reality-Based Leadership: Ditch the Drama, Restore
Sanity to the Workplace & Turn Excuses Into Results (2010), and New York Times bestseller
The Reality-Based Rules of the Workplace: Know What Boosts Your Value, Kills Your
Chances, and Will Make You Happier (2013). She lives in Elkhorn, Nebraska.
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The Four Horsemen
Gregory Dowling
The second of two historical thrillers set in 18th century Venice,
featuring a tour guide who is drafted as part of the Venetian
secret service.
Tour guide Alvise Marangon thinks he knows Venice better than ever, but now
finds himself ensnared by mysteries as obscure as the city and in many cases
just as old.

FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S /
H I S T O R I CAL
Thomas Dunne Books | 10/10/2017
9781250108548 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Polygon
Translation Rights: Book Link

Certain that he is finally about to have his guide’s license revoked after a
tavern brawl, Alvise is instead dragooned into the service of Missier Grande,
who has linked the death of one of his agents to a secret society known as the
Four Horsemen. Every attempt that Missier Grande makes to investigate the
matter is blocked by forces on high, and enlisting Alvise is a move of last
resort—one last-ditch effort to uncover the crimes of the present in the
secrets of the past before the future claims more lives.
Among the dark arcades and fetid canals of 18th century Venice, Alvise is the
one who finds himself led on a tour, at any turn of which could lie a fresh
corpse or an ancient conspiracy.
PR A I SE

M AR K E T I N G

National Print and Online Publicity
Early Reader Campaign
Blog Outreach
Promotion on CriminalElement.com

“A special thriller set in the Venetian past, its colors and intrigues so vividly
described.” —Francesco da Mosto
Praise for Ascension:
“Alvise is a terrific character, the murder mystery is absorbingly ingenious and...
the sights, sounds and smells of [Venice’s] streets and canals ooze up from the
page.” —Daily Mail
“Wonderful ... I loved being transported to my favorite time in my favorite city.”
—Andrea di Robilant
“Blends a laconic, amused style informed by American Detective literature with a
profound knowledge of Venetian geography and history. Stylish, clever, and
gripping.” —The Times, Historical Fiction Book of the Month
GREGORY DOWLING grew up in Bristol before studying English at Christ Church, Oxford.
He moved to Venice in 1981, where he is Associate Professor of American Literature at Ca'
Foscari University of Venice. He has published four novels, co-edited two anthologies of
poetry, and written various non-fiction books and academic articles on Italian, British, and
American literature.
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The Beautiful Ones
A Novel
Silvia Moreno-Garcia
"Truly one of the most beautiful books I've read in a long time.
This sweeping tale of love lost and found is told with old-world
elegance, grace and just the right touch of magic.” —M.J. Rose
Ne...

FI C T I O N / FA N TA S Y /
H I S T O R I CAL
Thomas Dunne Books | 10/24/2017
9781250099068 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Jabberwocky
Translation Rights: Jabberwocky
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427291042

Antonina Beaulieu is in the glittering city of Loisail for her first Grand
Season, where she will attend balls and mingle among high society in hopes of
landing a suitable husband. But Antonina is telekinetic, and strange events in
her past have made her the subject of malicious gossip and hardly a
sought-after bride. Now, under the tutelage of her cousin’s wife, she is finally
ready to shed the past and learn the proper ways of society.
But Antonina, who prefers her family's country home to the glamorous
ballrooms of the wealthy, finds it increasingly difficult to conform to
society’s ideals for women, especially when she falls under the spell of the
dazzling telekinetic performer Hector Auvray. As their romance blossoms,
and he teaches her how to hone and control her telekinetic gift, she can't help
but feel a marriage proposal is imminent.
Little does Antonina know that Hector and those closest to her are hiding a
devastating secret that will crush her world and force her to confront who she
really is and what she's willing to sacrifice.
PR A I SE

Praise for Certain Dark Things, an NPR Best Book of 2016
"By turns sensual and grim, introspective and disturbing, suspenseful and
moving, and all told in the sleek and lyrical prose for which Moreno-Garcia is
deservedly acclaimed." —New York Journal of Books
"All the characters in this book are as sharply realized as the city in which they
live and fight. Smart, tender and insightful." —NPR.org
"The Mexican setting is a huge part of the allure of this new novel from MorenoGarcia, as are the fascinating varieties of vampires she sets forth." —Library
Journal (starred review)
SILVIA MORENO-GARCIA is the author of the critically acclaimed novels Signal to Noise
and Certain Dark Things and the short story collection This Strange Way of Dying, which
was a finalist for the Sunburst Award in Canada. She was a finalist for the Manchester Fiction
Prize and a recipient of the Gloria Vanderbilt/Exile Award for Best Emerging Writer. She lives
in Canada.
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Gold Dust Woman
A Biography of Stevie Nicks
Stephen Davis
A classic rock biography from the classic rock biographer–
Stephen Davis, author of Hammer of the Gods–a serious,
vibrant book about the defining face and voice of Fleetwood
Mac, Stevie Nicks.
Stevie Nicks is a legend of rock, but her energy and magnetism sparked new
interest in this icon. At 68, she's one of the most glamorous creatures rock
has known, and the rare woman who's a real rock ‘n' roller.
B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ CO M P O S ERS & M U SICIAN S
St. Martin's Press | 11/21/2017
9781250032898 | $27.99 / $31.00 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Includes color endpapers plus two 16-page color
photograph inserts
Subrights: UK Rights: Vigliano Assoc.
Translation: Vigliano Assoc.
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250032904
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National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Radio Station Promotion
Early Reader Review Campaign
Online Promotion
Blog Outreach

Gold Dust Woman gives "the gold standard of rock biographers" (Boston
Globe) his ideal topic: Nicks' work and life are equally sexy and interesting,
and Davis delves deeply into each, unearthing fresh details from new, intimate
interviews and interpreting them to present a rich new portrait of the star.
Just as Nicks (and Lindsay Buckingham) gave Fleetwood Mac the "shot of
adrenaline" they needed to become real rock stars—according to Christine
McVie—Gold Dust Woman is vibrant with stories and with a life lived large
and hard:
—How Nicks and Buckingham were asked to join Fleetwood Mac and how
they turned the band into stars
—The affairs that informed Nicks' greatest songs
—Her relationships with the Eagles' Don Henley and Joe Walsh, and with
Fleetwood himself
—Why Nicks married her best friend's widower
—Her dependency on cocaine, drinking and pot, but how it was a decade-long
addiction to Klonopin that almost killed her
— Nicks’ successful solo career that has her still performing in venues like
Madison Square Garden
—The cult of Nicks and its extension to chart-toppers like Taylor Swift and
the Dixie Chicks
STEPHEN DAVIS is America's preeminent rock journalist and biographer, having written
numerous bestsellers on rock bands, including the smash hit Hammer of the Gods. He also
collaborated with legendary musicians Levon Helm and Mick Fleetwood on their
autobiographies. He lives in Boston.
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Secrets of Cavendon
Barbara Taylor Bradford
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author, a stunning,
epic novel featuring the characters of the beloved Cavendon
series.
For years things have run smoothly at Cavendon Hall, with very few quarrels,
dramas, or upsets among the Inghams and the Swanns. But since the end of
World War II, things have changed. The Secrets of Cavendon picks up in the
summer of 1949, with the new generation of the estate at the forefront of
the scandal and intrigue. With romance, betrayal, heartbreak, and possible
murder threatening to tear them apart, the Inghams and Swanns will have to
find a way to come together and protect each other in the face of threats
they never could have predicted.
FI C T I O N / H I S T O R I CAL
St. Martin's Press | 11/21/2017
9781250091451 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 448 pages | Carton Qty: 16
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Bradford Enterprises
Translation Rights: Bradford Enterprises
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427289636
Audio ISBN: 9781427289643

PR A I SE

"There is no one writing sagas like Bradford, and no one but the grand mistress
delivers this kind of unforgettable, sweeping, dramatic read...This is the kind of
series saga fans crave, and Bradford delivers!" —RT Book Reviews (4 1/2 stars) on
The Cavendon Luck
"It is the remarkable characters readers will carry in their hearts." —RT Book
Reviews on The Cavendon Women
"An evocative and captivating story, filled with fascinating and compelling
characters, drama, intrigue, love, passion, and revenge." —Daily Mail on
Cavendon Hall
BARBARA TAYLOR BRADFORD was born and brought up in England and started her
writing career as a journalist. She has written thirty international bestsellers. Secrets of
Cavendon is her thirty-second novel. In 2007, Queen Elizabeth awarded her the OBE (Order
of the British Empire) for her literary achievements. She lives in New York with her husband,
TV and film producer Robert Bradford.
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The Sniper Mind
Eliminate Fear, Deal with Uncertainty, and Make Better
Decisions
David Amerland
The Sniper Mind is the first book to examine the learned skills
necessary to become a sniper and teach readers how to apply
those skills in business and in life.

BU SI N E S S & ECO N O M ICS /
L E AD E R S H I P
St. Martin's Press | 11/7/2017
9781250113672 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 416 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes 32 black-and-white photographs and
illustrations throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising
Promotion on Hurricane Group, Inc.,
Online Platform (Reach: 15m)
Promotion on Facebook.com/SOFREP
(580k likes)
Blog Outreach
Early Reviewer Outreach on
Goodreads.com
Email Marketing Campaign
Author Google+: 357k followers
Author Twitter: @DavidAmerland (30k
followers)
Author Website:
www.DavidAmerland.com

Snipers are exceptional. The trained sniper is a complex fusion of hard skills
such as weapons knowledge, situational awareness, knowledge of ballistics and
physics, and soft skills such as emotional stability, empathy, and a stoic
acceptance of the hardships associated with a particular set of circumstances.
There are countless instances where a single sniper, embarking on a secret
mission, would have to improvise, operate beyond any hope of support, and
yet still manage to carry out the mission and get back home unharmed even
though the enemy was actively hunting him.
For the first time ever, The Sniper Mind reveals the practical steps that allow
a sniper’s brain to work in this superhuman precise, calculated way. It teaches
readers how to understand and apply these steps, whether they are stuck in a
cubicle facing mounting piles of work or sitting in a corner office making
industry-defining decisions.
Through the explanation of advanced military training techniques and
cutting-edge neuroscience, this book provides concrete strategies and
real-world skills that can help us be better:
-At our jobs
-In our relationships
-In our executive decision making
-In the paths we choose to take through life
By learning how snipers teach their minds to eliminate fears and deal with
uncertainty we can also develop the mental toughness we need to achieve the
goals that seem to elude us in business as well as in life.
DAVID AMERLAND helps multi-national clients and start-ups to organize their SEO and
Social Media strategies. He is a business journalist, author and international speaker. He
blogs about social media and search engine optimization, writes for a number of prominent
websites including Forbes, and advises corporations on their social media crisis management
techniques. His books on SEO, Social Media and web trends demystify the complexity of the
subjects they cover for readers around the world.
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The Mayflower
The Families, the Voyage, and the Founding of America
Rebecca Fraser
Just in time for Thanksgiving, from renowned historian
Rebecca Fraser comes a vivid narrative history of The
Mayflower and of the Winslow family, who traveled to America
in search of a new world.

H I S T O RY / U N I T E D S TAT E S /
C O L O N I AL P E R I O D
St. Martin's Press | 11/7/2017
9781250108562 | $29.99 / $41.99 Can.
Hardcover | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 16
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus one 16-page black-and-white photograph
insert
Subrights: UK Rights: Chatto & Windus
Translation Rights: Ed Victor, Ltd.
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250108586
Audio ISBN: 9781427283320

Rebecca Fraser's book about the Mayflower sheds new light on a family caught
up in all the perils of crossing the ocean and settling in the wilderness. But the
story did not end there. All settlers had to become linguists, traders, and
explorers, and yet not forget their roots and customs from the old country.
With the aid of exciting contemporary documents, Rebecca Fraser brings to
life of an ordinary family, the Winslows, made less ordinary by their
responses to the challenges of the New World.
The very special relationship between Edward Winslow and Massassoit chief
of the Wampanoags is commemorated in the first Thanksgiving. But fifty
years later Edward's son Josiah was commander in chief of the New England
militias against Massassoit's son in King Philip's War.
Written with the pace of an epic, this is a story that is both national but
intimate and human, chronicling as the Winslows made the painful decisions
that ensured their survival in America.
PR A I SE
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“A work of history that gives a sense of who the six wives of Henry VII were
without becoming bogged down in details demands great respect... And only
someone of her caliber could tell history so well and make it real to readers in
Britain, America, and elsewhere.” —The Times Record on The Story of Britain
“Resurrecting King Arthur and retelling the gloriously ironic tale of King
Alfred...Fraser stokes the embers of pride in a past from which the British
themselves have become emotionally detached, and in which an American audience
will find much that is compelling.” —Publishers Weekly on The Story of Britain
REBECCA FRASER has worked as a researcher, an editor, and a journalist, and has written for
many publications, including Tatler, Vogue, The Times, and The Spectator. She is the author of
The Brontës and The Story of Britain and lives in England.
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Revolution
History of England
Peter Ackroyd
The fourth volume of Peter Ackroyd's enthralling History of
England, beginning in 1688 with a revolution and ending in 1815
with a famous victory.
In Revolution, Peter Ackroyd takes readers from William of Orange's
accession following the Glorious Revolution to the Regency, when the
flamboyant Prince of Wales ruled in the stead of his mad father, George III,
and England was—again—at war with France, a war that would end with the
defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo.
H I S T O RY / E U R O P E / G R E AT
B R I TA I N
Thomas Dunne Books | 11/14/2017
9781250003645 | $29.99 / $41.99 Can.
Hardcover | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 16
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Includes 32 black-and-white illustrations throughout
plus one 16-page color photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: Macmillan UK
Translation Rights: The Susjin Agency (Laura
Susjin)
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427291080
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Blog Outreach
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Late Stuart and Georgian England marked the creation of the great pillars of
the English state. The Bank of England was founded, as was the stock
exchange; the Church of England was fully established as the guardian of the
spiritual life of the nation, and parliament became the sovereign body of the
nation with responsibilities and duties far beyond those of the monarch. It was
a revolutionary era in English letters, too, a time in which newspapers first
flourished and the English novel was born. It was an era in which coffee
houses and playhouses boomed, gin flowed freely, and in which shops, as we
know them today, began to proliferate in towns and villages. But it was also a
time of extraordinary and unprecedented technological innovation, which saw
England utterly and irrevocably transformed from a country of blue skies and
farmland to one of soot and steel and coal.
PR A I SE

UK Praise for Revolution
“[T]he author eschews the detached third person preferred by stuffy professionals,
favouring instead a more intimate 'you' that brings the reader into the dark alleys
of industrial towns.” —The Times
Praise for Peter Ackroyd
"Marvelously erudite and staggeringly industrious." —Los Angeles Times
"For Ackroyd, the past isn't merely past; it's alive." —The Boston Globe
"Ackroyd is a medium through which the obscured voices of the past are
channeled." —Newsday
PETER ACKROYD is an award-winning novelist, as well as a broadcaster, biographer, poet,
and historian. He is the author of the acclaimed Thames: Sacred River, London: The
Biography, and the first, second, and third volumes of his history of England, Foundation,
Tudors, and Rebellion. He holds a CBE for services to literature and lives in London.
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Alone
Lost Overboard in the Indian Ocean
Brett Archibald
For fans of The Perfect Storm, the heroic story of the 28 hours
the author spent alone and helpless in the Indian Ocean,
enduring the elements, creatures of the deep, and his own
inner demons.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ P E R S O N AL M E M O I R S
Thomas Dunne Books | 11/7/2017
9781250143303 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Little, Brown UK
Translation: Little, Brown UK
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427290984
Audio ISBN: 9781427290991

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Promotion
Blog Outreach
Independent Bookseller Outreach
Early Reviewer Outreach on
Goodreads.com
Author Website: www.BrettArchibald.com

In April 2013, fifty-year-old Brett Archibald was on board a surf-charter boat,
making a night-time crossing of the remote Mentawai Strait off Sumatra,
Indonesia. In the middle of a storm, ill with severe food poisoning, he blacked
out. When he came to, he found himself in the raging sea, sixty miles from
shore. As Brett saw the lights of his boat disappearing into the darkness, it
became clear that no one had seen him fall, and that no one would hear his
shouts for help. He was alone in the ocean.
It would be eight hours before his friends realized he was missing. At that
point a frantic search began for a single man somewhere in thousands of
square miles of heaving waves. The rough weather meant that no planes or
helicopters could assist in the search. According to the experts, he should
have died within ten to fourteen hours.
Instead, Brett battled Portuguese man o' war and jellyfish, sharks, seagulls, and
the stormy seas for more than 28 hours. Alone is the remarkable tale of his
miraculous survival and rescue. It is also the story of what it takes to defy
extraordinary odds and the incredible power of the human spirit.
PR A I SE

"A compelling book." —Times (UK)
"A great read. Just make sure you’ve got a free weekend because you’re not going
to put it down.” —CapeTalk
"A must-read… will have you captivated to the very last page.” —Joburg.co.za
"I was incredibly surprised at how intensely this book affected me emotionally
and how involved in the events I felt… This fascinating book includes many life
lessons that can be applied in your own life." —Sarie
BRETT ARCHIBALD is an international businessman and entrepreneur. Over the course of 35
years he has built an impressive global career, which included directorship positions with a
worldwide hospitality and travel corporation in Johannesburg, Sydney, Hong Kong, and
London. He is currently the chairman of an events and hospitality company, as well as an
inspirational speaker on the national and international circuits. He lives in Cape Town with
his wife and their two children.
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Twilight of Empire
The Tragedy at Mayerling and the End of the Habsburgs
Greg King and Penny Wilson
From the authors of The Assassination of the Archduke comes
a book about a shocking murder-suicide that ushered in the
end of the Habsburg monarchy that had dominated Europe for
centuries.

H I S T O RY / E U R O P E / AU S T R I A &
H U N G ARY
St. Martin's Press | 11/14/2017
9781250083029 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus one 8-page black-and-white photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Reviews
Blog Outreach
TheHistoryReader.com Feature Article

On a snowy January morning in 1889, a worried servant hacked open a locked
door at the remote hunting lodge deep in the Vienna Woods. Inside, he found
two bodies sprawled on an ornate bed, blood oozing from their mouths. Crown
Prince Rudolf of Austria-Hungary appeared to have shot his seventeenyear-old mistress Baroness Mary Vetsera as she slept, sat with the corpse for
hours and, when dawn broke, turned the pistol on himself.
A century has transformed this bloody scene into romantic tragedy:
star-crossed lovers who preferred death together than to be parted by a cold,
unfeeling Viennese Court. But Mayerling is also the story of family secrets:
incestuous relationships and mental instability; blackmail, venereal disease,
and political treason; and a disillusioned, morphine-addicted Crown Prince and
a naïve schoolgirl caught up in a dangerous and deadly waltz inside a decaying
empire. What happened in that locked room remains one of history’s most
evocative mysteries: What led Rudolf and mistress to this desperate act? Was
it really a suicide pact? Or did something far more disturbing take place at
that remote hunting lodge and result in murder?
Drawing interviews with members of the Habsburg family and archival sources
in Vienna, Greg King and Penny Wilson reconstruct this historical mystery,
laying out evidence and information long ignored that conclusively refutes
the romantic myth and the conspiracy stories.
PR A I SE

“Highly informed, compellingly written . . . there was a great deal more to the
story than its heart-wrenching tragedy.” —The Wall Street Journal on Lusitania
"A compelling and readable account of the private life of the imperial family
headed for doom.” —Seattle Post-Intelligencer on The Assassination of the
Archduke
“An entertaining challenge to a century of misconceptions.”—Kirkus Reviews on
The Assassination of the Archduke
GREG KING is the author of eleven internationally published works of history, most recently
The Assassination of the Archduke. He serves as Editor-in-Chief of the European Royal
History Journal, and his work has appeared in Majesty Magazine, Royalty Magazine, Royalty
Digest, and Atlantis Magazine.
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The Telescope in the Ice
Inventing a New Astronomy at the South Pole
Mark Bowen
Cutting edge science–a new form of astronomy and a
technological tour de force–carried out under some of the most
extreme conditions on the planet by a crew of colorful,
visionary scientists.

S C I E N C E / P H YS I C S
St. Martin's Press | 11/14/2017
9781137280084 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 448 pages | Carton Qty: 16
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Plus one 8-page color photograph insert
Subrights: Translation: Gelfman Schneider Literary
Agency
UK: Gelfman Schneider Literary Agency

M AR K E T I N G

National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Promotion
Independent Bookseller Outreach
Academic Marketing Campaign
Early Reviewer Outreach on
Goodreads.com
Blog Outreach
Author Blog: www.Tipping-Points.com
Author Website: www.Mark-Bowen.com

IceCube Observatory, a South Pole instrument making the first actual
observations of high-energy neutrinos, has been called the “weirdest” of the
seven wonders of modern astronomy by Scientific American. In IceCube,
Mark Bowen tells the amazing story of the people who built the instrument
and the science involved.
Located near the U. S. Amundsen-Scott Research Station at the geographic
South Pole, IceCube is unlike most telescopes in that it is not designed to
detect light. It employs a cubic kilometer of diamond-clear ice, more than a
mile beneath the surface, to detect an elementary particle known as the
neutrino. In 2010, it detected the first extraterrestrial high-energy neutrinos
and thus gave birth to a new field of astronomy.
IceCube is also the largest particle physics detector ever built. Its scientific
goals span not only astrophysics and cosmology but also pure particle
physics. And since the neutrino is one of the strangest and least understood of
the known elementary particles, this is fertile ground. Neutrino physics is
perhaps the most active field in particle physics today, and IceCube is at the
forefront.
IceCube is, ultimately, a book about people and the thrill of the chase: the
struggle to understand the neutrino and the pioneers and inventors of neutrino
astronomy.
MARK BOWEN is a writer, physicist. He earned a bachelor’s degree and a doctorate in
physics at MIT and worked for a decade in the medical industry. Bowen has written for
Climbing, Natural History, Science, Technology Review, and AMC Outdoors. He is
considered an adjunct member of AMANDA and IceCube, with full access. He lives in
Vermont.
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Beasts of Extraordinary
Circumstance
Ruth Emmie Lang
Through the story of Weylyn Grey, Lang weaves a mystical tale
about life, love, and the ability each of us has to change our own
story.
Orphaned, raised by wolves, and the proud owner of a horned pig named
Merlin, Weylyn Grey knew he wasn’t like other people. But when he singlehandedly stopped that tornado on a stormy Christmas day in Oklahoma, he
realized just how different he actually was.
FI C T I O N / M A G I CAL R E ALI S M
St. Martin's Press | 11/7/2017
9781250112040 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: Andrea Somberg, Harvey Klinger
Inc.
Translation: Andrea Somberg, Harvey Klinger Inc.

As amazing as these powers may appear, they tend to manifest themselves at
inopportune times and places, jeopardizing not only his own life, but the life
of Mary, the woman he loves.
Beasts of Extraordinary Circumstance tells the story of Weylyn Grey’s life
from the perspectives of the people who knew him, loved him, and even a
few who thought he was just plain weird. Although he doesn’t stay in any of
their lives for long, he leaves each of them with a story to tell: great storms
that evaporate into thin air; fireflies that make phosphorescent honey; a
house filled with spider webs and the strange man who inhabits it.
There is one story, however, that Weylyn wishes he could change: his own.
But first he has to muster enough courage to knock on Mary’s front door.
Ruth Emmie Lang teaches us how to find magic in the ordinary in this
magical realism debut.
PR A I SE

"Beasts of Extraordinary Circumstance bristles with charm and curiosity, and its
oddball hero, Weylyn Grey, will make you want to follow him into the forest.”
—Winston Groom, New York Times bestselling author of Forrest Gump
"A wholly original and superbly crafted work of art, Beasts of Extraordinary
Circumstance is a masterpiece of the imagination." —Lori Nelson Spielman, New
York Times bestselling author of The Life List
RUTH EMMIE LANG was born in Glasgow, Scotland and has the red hair to prove it. When
she was four years old, she immigrated to Ohio where she has lived for the last 27 years. She
has since lost her Scottish accent, but still has the hair. Ruth currently lives in Columbus,
Ohio with her husband and dreams of someday owning a little house in the woods where she
can write more books. Beasts of Extraordinary Circumstance is her first novel.
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REGU L A R

The Trials of a Scold
The Incredible True Story of Writer Anne Royall
Jeff Biggers
"A fascinating account that reads like a novel" —Ron Rash,
author of the 2009 PEN/Faulkner finalist and New York Times
bestselling author of Serena and Above the Waterfall.
A well-researched and passionate biography of Anne Royall, one of America's
first female muckrakers, who was convicted as a "common scold" in 1829 in
one of the most bizarre trials in the nation's history.
B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ WO MEN
Thomas Dunne Books | 11/7/2017
9781250065124 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Promotion: Outreach to History
Big Mouth List
The History Reader feature at
publication
Email Marketing Campaign
Early Reader Reviews
Author Website: www.jeffrbiggers.com

Anne Royall was an American original, a stranger to fear, and one of the
nation's most daring, impassioned, and indomitable social critics. A servant in
the house of the man she would later marry, Royall read constantly and
pursued an education that few women at that time had access to. When
fifteen years later she was left widowed and destitute after her husband's
family declared their marriage invalid, she turned to her writing, and to her
political interests. Travelling from Alabama to Washington DC to
Pennsylvania, Royall was a fiercely dedicated journalist. Her tenacity earned
her the first presidential interview ever granted to a woman, but she acquired
enemies for her scathing denouncement of the increasingly blurry lines
between church and state. Royall's pioneering role as a chronicler, publisher,
muckraker, and social commentator brought to light the timeless issues that
still define the great American experience: religion and politics.
PR A I SE

"Anne Royall is a marvelous subject, a bold eighteenth-century woman writer with
a stinging wit and a contrarian approach. Challenging, intrepid, and
unconventional, she played an important part in American cultural history."
—Roxana Robinson, author of four New York Times Notable Books of the Year
"The most interesting woman that I had never heard of...The muckraking and
myth-making journalist, travel writer, and social critic Anne Royall was called
both 'heroine' and 'common scold' in her time; her story holds reverberations and
implications for us today." —Lee Smith, author of Dimestore: A Writer's Life
JEFF BIGGERS is an American Book Award-winning journalist, cultural historian and
playwright. He is the author of several works of memoir and history, including Reckoning at
Eagle Creek, which was the recipient of the David Brower Award for Environmental
Reporting. His award-winning stories have appeared in The New York Times, Washington
Post, The Atlantic, and on National Public Radio. Biggers is a regulator contributor to Al
Jazeera America, Huffington Post, and Salon.
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Glass Town
Steven Savile
A brilliantly rendered story about obsession and one man’s
attempt to unravel the mystery that destroyed his grandfather’s
life, set against a magical and intricately woven cityscape.
Steven Savile has been an international sensation, selling over half a million
copies of his novels worldwide and writing for cult favorite television shows
including Doctor Who, Torchwood, and Stargate. Now, he is finally making his
US debut with Glass Town, a brilliantly composed novel revolving around the
magic and mystery lurking in London.

FI C T I O N / FA N TA S Y /
C O N T E M P O RARY
St. Martin's Press | 12/5/2017
9781250077837 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
a Weaveworld-like universe
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781466890152

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Blog Outreach
Tor.com Promotion
Library Marketing Campaign
Author Website: StevenSavile.com
Author Facebook: /StevenSavile

In 1926, two brothers both loved Eleanor Raines, a promising young actress
from the East End of London. But, along with Seth Lockwood, she
disappeared, never to be seen again. Isaiah, Seth’s younger brother, refused to
accept that she was just gone.
It has been seventy years since and the brothers are long dead. But now their
dark, twisted secret threatens to tear the city apart. Seth made a bargain with
Damiola, an illusionist, to make a life size version of his most famous trick
and hide away part of London to act as a prison out of sync with our time,
where one year passes as one hundred. That illusion is Glass Town. And now
its walls are failing.
Reminiscent of Clive Barker’s Weaveworld and Neil Gaiman’s American
Gods, Savile brings out the magic in the everyday. Glass Town is full of gritty
urban landscapes, realistic characters, conflict, secrets, betrayals, magic, and
mystery.
PR A I SE

“Stories of loss and punishment, but even at his darkest Savile has a flair for
finding beauty in the macabre, using usually-subtle horror to deliver a succession
of poignant insights into love and humanity...striking and moving...” —The
Guardian
“The mix of history, suspense, and action in Silver perfect for those DaVinci Code
fans looking for another electrifying read combining Biblical history with
modern-day Armageddon.” —Douglas Preston, New York Times Bestselling author
of Impact and Blasphemy
STEVEN SAVILE has written for popular franchises including Doctor Who, Torchwood,
Stargate, and Sherlock Holmes. He was a finalist in the People’s Book Prize in the UK and
has won the Lifeboat Foundation’s Lifeboat to the Stars Award and the International
Association of Media Tie-In Writers Scribe Award. He wrote the storyline for the bestselling
computer game Battlefield 3, and his novel Silver was one of the top thirty bestselling novels
of 2011 in the UK.
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Hunter Killer
The War with China: The Battle for the Central Pacific
David Poyer
The war with China escalates—the dramatic and all-too-real
seventeenth novel in the Dan Lenson naval-thriller series.
World War with China explodes in this seventeenth thriller featuring U.S.
Navy hero Dan Lenson–newly promoted to admiral, at least for the duration.
In Hunter Killer, the United States stands nearly alone in its determination to
fight. China's naval and air forces utilize advanced technology and tactical
nuclear weapons to devastate America's traditional sea power, while its
massive army swiftly forces humiliating treaties on Japan, the Philippines,
and other crucial allies.
FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S /
M ILI TARY
St. Martin's Press | 11/28/2017
9781250097958 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Pre-Pub Trade Advertising
NetGalley Campaign
Military Outreach
Blog Outreach
Author Website: Poyer.com
Facebook: /DavidPoyerBooks

Commanding a combined US–South Korea force, Lenson wonders if his
embattled group can possibly keep sea lanes open in the Central Pacific, to
turn the tide and buy time for the Allies to regroup. But when his own flagship
comes under ferocious attack, he must leave it to assume command elsewhere
—without knowing when he’ll be able to return. In the meantime, SEAL
operator Teddy Oberg, escaping from a hellish POW camp, heads west
through desolate mountains toward what he hopes will be freedom. And in
Washington, DC, Dan’s wife Blair Titus helps formulate America's military
and political response to overwhelming setbacks in the Pacific and at home.
Filled with dramatic battle scenes from massive ship, submarine, and air
warfare to desperate hand-to-hand Marine Corps combat, and informed by the
author's own background as a Navy captain and defense analyst, Hunter Killer
is a powerful, all-too-believable novel about how the next world war might
unfold.
PR A I SE

"[T]he keel of the story—the naval battles with China—are always foremost, and
Poyer is among the best authors, present or past, to write these electrifying scenes."
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Onslaught
"David Poyer’s page-turning Lenson series, featuring all-too-real scenarios relating
to current world affairs, sets the standard for present-day naval fiction."
—Quarterdeck Magazine on Onslaught
DAVID POYER’s sea career included service in the Atlantic, Mediterranean, Arctic,
Caribbean, and Pacific. Hunter Killer is the seventeenth novel in his widely popular series
featuring Captain Dan Lenson. Poyer’s work has been required reading in the Literature of the
Sea course at the U.S. Naval Academy, along with that of Joseph Conrad and Herman Melville.
He lives on the Eastern Shore of Virginia.
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Unleash the Night
Sherrilyn Kenyon
A special hardcover edition of the eighth novel in the
blockbuster bestselling Dark-Hunters series by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon!
It's a predator eat predator world for the Were-Hunters. Danger haunts any
given day. There is no one to trust. No one to love. Not if they want to live…
An orphan with no clan that will claim him, Wren Tigarian grew to adulthood
under the close scrutiny and mistrust of those around him. A forbidden blend
of two animals—snow leopard and white tiger—Wren has never listened to
anyone when there was something he wanted. Now he wants Marguerite.
FI C T I O N / R O M A N C E / FA N TA S Y
St. Martin's Press | 11/28/2017
9781250155498 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK: Trident Media Group
Translation: Trident Media Group
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9780312362010
Mass Market ISBN: 9780312934330
Audio ISBN: 9781427212023

Marguerite D'Aubert Goudeau is the daughter of a prominent U.S. Senator who
hates the socialite life she's forced to live. Like her mother before her, she
has strong Cajun roots that her father doesn't understand. Still, she has no
choice but to try and conform to a world where she feels like an outsider. But
the world of rich and powerful humans is never to meet the world of the
Were-Hunters who exist side by side with them, unseen, unknown, undetected.
To break this law is to call down a wrath of the highest order.
In order to have Marguerite, Wren must fight not just the humans who will
never accept his animal nature, but the Were-Hunters who want him dead for
endangering their world. It's a race against time and magic without boundary
that could cost Marguerite and Wren not just their lives, but their very souls…
New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon is a regular in the #1 spot. This
extraordinary bestseller continues to top every genre she writes, including manga and graphic
novels. With more than 70 million copies of her books are in print in more than one hundred
countries, her current series include The Dark-Hunters®, The League®, Deadman’s Cross™,
Chronicles of Nick®, Hellchasers™, Mikro Chasers™, and The Lords of Avalon®.
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Year One
Nora Roberts
In her newest work, the stunning beginning to an epic
hardcover trilogy, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts weaves an enthralling saga of suspense, survival, and
the journey that w...
The sickness came on suddenly, and spread quickly. The fear spread even
faster. Within weeks, everything people counted on began to fail them. The
electrical grid sputtered; law and government collapsed—and more than half
of the world’s population was decimated.

FI C T I O N / FA N TA S Y / E P I C
St. Martin's Press | 12/5/2017
9781250122957 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 432 pages | Carton Qty: 16
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Writers House
Translation Rights: Writers House
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250122988
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And as the power of science and technology receded, magic rose up in its
place. Some of it is good, like the witchcraft worked by Lana Bingham,
practicing in the loft apartment she share with her lover, Max. Some of it is
unimaginably evil, and it can lurk anywhere, around a corner, in fetid tunnels
beneath the river—or in the ones you know and love the most. As word
spreads that neither the immune nor the gifted are safe from the authorities
who patrol the ravaged streets, Lana and Max make their way out of a
wrecked New York City. At the same time, other travelers are heading west
too, into a new frontier.
In a world of survivors where every stranger encountered could be either a
savage or a savior, none of them knows exactly where they are heading, or
why. But a purpose awaits them that will shape their lives and the lives of all
those who remain.
The end has come. The beginning comes next.
PR A I SE

"America's favorite writer." —The New Yorker
"Roberts is indeed a word artist." —Los Angeles Daily News
NORA ROBERTS is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of more than 200 novels,
including The Obsession,The Liar, The Collector, Whiskey Beach, and many more. She is also
the author of the bestselling In Death series written under the pen name J.D. Robb. There are
more than 500 million copies of her books in print.
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The Two Most Important Days
A Guide to Unlock Your Purpose and Experience Lasting
Happiness
Sanjiv Chopra and Gina Vild
Through inspirational wisdom, compelling storytelling, and
practical advice, this book will help you discover your life's
purpose.
What are the two most important days in your life? "The day you are born
and the day you find out why," Mark Twain famously wrote.
S E LF - H E L P / P E R S O N AL
G R O W T H / S E LF - E S T E E M
Thomas Dunne Books | 12/26/2017
9781250119360 | $24.99 / $34.99 Can.
Hardcover | 256 pages | Carton Qty: 24
7.5 in H | 5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Trident Media Group
Translation Rights: Trident Media Group
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427289544
Audio ISBN: 9781427289551

The search for happiness is hardwired in our DNA. It transcends age, gender,
geography, vocation, and personal circumstances. But how do you achieve it?
Dr. Sanjiv Chopra and Gina Vild present a powerful message that shows you
how to achieve happiness and harmony no matter what your personal
circumstances. As Robert Byrne understood when he wrote “The purpose of
life is a life of purpose,” the best way to be happy is to live a purpose-driven
life. It’s a sure path to human flourishing. In fact, you may be surprised to
learn that a life lived with purpose can even add years to your life.
Through stories, scientific studies, and captivating exercises, this book will
lead to the discovery of your singular life’s purpose and that will, in turn,
spark sustained happiness, joy, love and bliss.
Do you know your life’s purpose? If not, this book will lead you there by
illuminating the value of gratitude, forgiveness, meditation, community,
music and so much more.
PR A I SE

Praise for The Big Five
"This book could have been called 'The Lazy Person's guide to health and
longevity!' The research backs up every claim made in the book. The Big Five
could very well change your life for the better with very little effort." —Deepak
Chopra
"Sage, succinct and easy-to-follow advice on how to live healthier that could
alleviate much suffering and save billions in healthcare costs!" —Vikas P.
Sukhatme, MD ScD, Victor J. Aresty Professor of Medicine, Harvard Medical
School
DR. SANJIV CHOPRA is Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School. He is also a
bestselling author and sought after motivational speaker. He lives in Boston.
GINA VILD is the associate dean and chief communications officer for the Office of
Communications and External Relations at Harvard Medical School. She lives in Boston.
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Blood Profits
How American Consumers Unwittingly Fund Terrorists
Vanessa Neumann
The illegal trade of everyday counterfeit products—a $400
billion a year industry—is what's actually funding terrorist
groups around the world

P O LI T I CAL S C I E N C E /
T E RR O R I S M
St. Martin's Press | 12/5/2017
9781250089359 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Plus one 8-page black-and-white photograph insert
Subrights: Translation: St. Martin's Press
UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
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International smuggling has exploded, deepening and accelerating the
collaboration of transnational organized crime and terrorist groups. Attacks
like the Charlie Hebdo and Bataclan shootings in Paris, the kidnappings and
murders by Boko Haram in Nigeria, and the San Bernardino shooting were
partially funded by seemingly harmless illegal goods such as cheap cigarettes,
smuggled oil, prostitution, fake Viagra, fake designer bags, and even bootleg
DVDs.
But how can this be? In Blood Profits, Vanessa Neumann, an expert on
dismantling illicit trade, explains how purchasing illegal goods translates to
supporting organized crime and terrorists. Neumann shows how the effects of
the collapsed Iron Curtain, USSR scientists and intelligence agents left without
work, regional trade pacts, the dissipation of the East-versus-West mentality,
and new-age technology have all led to an intricate network of illegal trade.
She leads the reader through a variety of cases, both by geography and by
industry (selecting industries where illicit trade is generally poorly
understood), before extracting lessons learned into some policy
recommendations that we can all embrace.
DR. VANESSA NEUMANN is President & CEO of Asymmetrica, which provides strategies
for Fortune 100 clients and governments to dismantle illicit trade. She is sub-chair at the
High-Level Risk Forum Task Force on Charting Illicit Trade at the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), a Corresponding Fellow at Yale University’s Global
Justice Program and a Senior Fellow at the Foreign Policy Research Institute.
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Magicians Impossible
A Novel
Brad Abraham
Harry Potter meets James Bond in this story of a twentysomething slacker who discovers that he descended from a
line of magical spies and is thrust into the middle of a secret
and epic battle.

FI C T I O N / FA N TA S Y /
C O N T E M P O RARY
Thomas Dunne Books | 9/12/2017
9781250083524 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250083531

Twenty-something bartender Jason Bishop’s world is shattered when his
estranged father commits suicide, but the greater shock comes when he learns
his father was a secret agent in the employ of the Invisible Hand; an ancient
society of spies wielding magic in a centuries-spanning war. Now the Golden
Dawn; the shadowy cabal of witches and warlocks responsible for Daniel
Bishop’s murder, and the death of Jason’s mother years before, have Jason in
their sights. His survival will depend on mastering his own dormant magic
abilities; provided he makes it through the training.
From New York, to Paris, to world between worlds, Jason's journey through
the realm of magic will be fraught with peril. But with enemies and allies on
both sides of this war, whom can he trust? The Invisible Hand, who’ve been
more of a family than his own family ever was? The Golden Dawn, who may
know the secrets behind his mysterious lineage? For Jason Bishop, only one
thing is for certain; the magic he has slowly been mastering is telling him not
to trust anybody.

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
National Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Library Marketing Campaign
Criminal Element Promotion
Author Twitter: @NotBradAbraham
Author Website: BradAbraham.com

PR A I SE

“Magicians Impossible is a mind-bending page-turner! A brilliant and unique
mash-up of spells, myth and mayhem, once it got its claws in me I couldn’t put it
down. Like a veteran stage magician, Brad Abraham has created a hip thriller that
turns convention on its ear with misdirection and mayhem. A must read for
enthusiasts of edgy and extreme fiction.” —Don Coscarelli, director of John Dies
At The End, Phantasm, and Bubba Ho-Tep
BRAD ABRAHAM is a writer whose previous work includes the feature films Fresh Meat,
and Stonehenge Apocalypse, and the TV miniseries Robocop Prime Directives. He is creator of
the acclaimed comic book series Mixtape, has written for such publications as Dreamwatch,
Starburst, and Fangoria, and was a long-time contributor to Rue Morgue Magazine. A native of
Ottawa, Canada, he lives in NYC.You can follow him at his official website
www.bradabraham.com, and on Twitter @notbradabraham.
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Poison
A Novel
Galt Niederhoffer
Poison is a literary psychological thriller about a marriage that
follows minor betrayal into a bubbling stew of lies, cruelty,
manipulation, and danger.

FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO MEN
St. Martin's Press | 11/21/2017
9781250085290 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W

Abigail and Benjamin Borden have achieved family nirvana. With three kids
between them, a cat and a yard, a home they built and feathered, they seem to
have the Modern Family dream. Their family, including Abigail’s two children
from previous relationships, has recently moved to Seattle—a new start for
their new lives. Abigail and Benjamin have stable, successful careers, and they
are happy. But trouble begins almost imperceptibly. First with small omissions
and white lies that happen daily in any marital bedroom. They seem
insignificant, but they are quickly followed by a series of denials and feints
that mushroom and then cyclone in menace.

Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: Joy Harris Literary Agency

With life-or-death stakes and irreversible consequences, Poison is a chilling
and irresistible reminder that the closest bond designed to protect and provide
for each other and for children can change in a minute.

Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250085306

PR A I SE

Praise for The Romantics
M AR K E T I N G

Online Advertising
Library Marketing
Book Club Outreach
Social Media Campaigns
Email Marketing Campaign: Reading
Group Gold
Early Reader Reviews
Blog Outreach
Backlist Value-Priced Promotions

“A smart, edgy novel that is wickedly insightful about class and privilege,
amusingly cynical about love and friendship, and thoroughly entertaining
throughout.” —Tom Perrotta, author of The Leftovers
“Illustrates why well-wrought cynicism never goes out of style.” —The New York
Times
Praise for A Taxonomy of Barnacles
“Droll and sophisticated... a winning, screwball comedy.” —Entertainment Weekly
GALT NIEDERHOFFER is a writer and producer. She has written four novels and has
produced over thirty indie films, twelve of which were selections and award-winners at the
Sundance Film Festival. She has produced films that won the Audience Award, Screenwriting
Award, Directors Award, and Cinematography Award at Sundance. Niederhoffer has also been
published in Vogue, New York Magazine, and Harper’s Bazaar. She lives in New York City.
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Pride and Prejudice and
Mistletoe
Melissa de la Cruz
From bestselling author MELISSA DE LA CRUZ, comes a
dazzling retelling of Pride and Prejudice with a Christmas twist.
Darcy Fitzwilliam is 29, beautiful, successful, and brilliant. She dates hedge
funders and basketball stars and is never without her three cellphones—one
for work, one for play, and one to throw at her assistant (just kidding).
Darcy’s never fallen in love, never has time for anyone else’s drama, and
never goes home for Christmas if she can help it. But when her mother falls
ill, she comes home to Pemberley, Ohio, to spend the season with her dad and
little brother.
FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO MEN
St. Martin's Press | 10/17/2017
9781250141392 | $18.99 / $26.99 Can.
Hardcover | 224 pages | Carton Qty: 28
7.5 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: World English Rights

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
National Advertising
NetGalley Outreach
NetGalley Newsletter Promotion
Blog Outreach
Discussion Guide Bound in Book
Library Marketing
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Online Promotion at
HeroesandHeartbreakers.com
Early Reader Review Campaign
SMP Romance Holiday Social Media
Campaign
Visit melissa-delacruz.com
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/authorMelissadelaCruz,
22K likes
Active on Twitter:
Twitter.com/MelissadelaCruz, 34K
followers
Active on Instagram: Instagram.com/a...

Her parents throw their annual Christmas bash, where she meets one Luke
Bennet, the smart, sardonic slacker son of their neighbor. Luke is 32 and has
never left home. He’s a carpenter and makes beautiful furniture, and is
content with his simple life. He comes from a family of five brothers, each
one less ambitious than the other. When Darcy and Luke fall into bed after
too many eggnogs, Darcy thinks it’s just another one night stand. But why
can’t she stop thinking of Luke? What is it about him? And can she fall in
love, or will her pride and his prejudice against big-city girls stand in their
way?
MELISSA DE LA CRUZ's next adult novel will be a sweet, sexy and hilarious
gender-swapping, genre-satisfying re-telling of Pride and Prejudice, set in
contemporary America and featuring one snooty Miss Darcy.
PR A I SE

“De la Cruz is a formidable storyteller with a narrative voice strong enough to
handle the fruits of her imagination.” —Publishers Weekly
“A reigning queen of the genre.” —Kirkus Reviews
“[De la Cruz] always manages to create worlds that feel glossy and gorgeous, even
if there is something sinister under the surface.” —GoodReads
MELISSA DE LA CRUZ is the #1 New York Times, #1 Publisher’s Weekly and #1 Indie
Bound bestselling author of many critically acclaimed and award-winning novels for readers of
all ages. She grew up in Manila and moved to San Francisco with her family, where she
graduated high school salutatorian from The Convent of the Sacred Heart. At Columbia
University, she majored in art history and English. Melissa de la Cruz lives in Los Angeles
and Palm Springs with her husband and daughter.
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A Life Well Played
My Stories (Commemorative Edition)
Arnold Palmer
A new commemorative edition of the instant bestseller, with a
new package and foreword by Jack Nicklaus
While other golfers have won more tournaments than Arnold Palmer has, no
one has won more fans around the world and no player has had a bigger
impact on the sport. In fact, Palmer is considered by many to be the most
important golfer in history.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ S P ORT S
St. Martin's Press | 9/19/2017
9781250161079 | $22.99 / $32.99 Can.
Hardcover | 272 pages
7.5 in H | 5 in W
Includes color endpapers and black-and-white
photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250085948
Ebook ISBN: 9781250085955
Audio ISBN: 9781427278616
Audio ISBN: 9781427278623

M AR K E T I N G

National Television Publicity
National Radio Publicity
Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Advertising Campaign
Extensive Blog Outreach
Outreach to corporate partners
Online Promotion
Twitter Promotion: @APinv (15k
followers)
Facebook promotion:
Facebook.com/ArnoldPalmerInvitational
(32k likes)
Author website: ArnoldPalmer.com

As a follow-up to his 1999 autobiography, Palmer takes stock of the many
experiences of his life, bringing new details and insights to some familiar
stories and sharing new ones. Palmer has had tremendous success but is most
notable for going about it the right way. Gracious, fair, and a true gentleman,
Arnold Palmer is the gold standard of how to conduct yourself. He offers
advice and guidance, sharing stories of his career on the course, success in
business and the great relationships that give meaning to his life. This book is
Palmer’s gift to the world—a treasure trove of entertaining anecdotes and
timeless wisdom that readers will celebrate and cherish.
PR A I SE

"A warm good-bye from the great man himself. . . . We can picture Palmer in his
dotage, sitting back in an easy chair, telling us short nuggets about the life he led,
still feeling, as he writes, that he wants to share what he learned with people one
more time." —Golf Digest
"The definitive final word on Palmer's legacy from the man himself. The tome's
pages capture the warm, humble confidence of its author, the qualities that made
Palmer not just a great athlete but a great man and role model. . . . An invaluable
insight into the mind of a champion." —Newsweek
"A fast-paced reflection from the man who many consider the gold standard of
conduct...
ARNOLD PALMER is regarded as one of the greatest players in professional golf history. He
has won seven major championships: The Masters four times, the U.S. Open once, and the
Open Championship twice. "The King" was the first superstar of the sport's television age and
is one of the athletes credited with popularizing and commercializing the sport. Palmer won
the PGA Tour Lifetime Achievement Award in 1998 and, in 1974, was one of the original
inductees into the World Golf Hall of Fame.
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P O LI T I CAL S C I E N C E /
C O M M E N TARY & O P I N I O N
St. Martin's Press | 10/10/2017
9781250150646 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 272 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427292438
Audio ISBN: 9781427292452
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